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REPORT OF TOWN CLERK
Annual Town Meeting March 7-12, 1938
Pursuant to a warrant under the hands of the Select-
men, duly executed, and return thereof made by John T.
Osborn, a Constable of Norwell, the qualified voters met
at the Cushing Memorial Town Hall on Monday, March 7,
1938, at 7.30 p.m. and took action as follows, on the
various articles contained in the warrant:
Article 1. To hear the reports of the several boards
of officers and committees of the town and act thereon.
Voted that the reports as printed be accepted.
Article 2. To see if the town will raise and appropri-
ate a sum of money to be expended under the provisions
of Section 26 of Chapter 81 of the General Laws, as
amended.
(Approved by the Advisory Board.)
$5,875.00 was appropriated for this purpose.
• Article 3. To see if the town will vote to appropriate
a sum of money for a reserve fund to be provided for
by transfer from overlay surplus.
(Approved by the Advisory Board which recommends
that the sum of $2,000.00 be transferred.
$2,000.00 was appropriated for this purpose.
Article 4. To see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate for the use of the Plymouth County Trus-
tees for County Aid to Agriculture a sum not exceeding
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one hundred dollars and choose a Town Director as
provided in Sections 41 and 45 of Chapter 128 of the
General Laws.
(The sum of $100.00 is approved by the Advisory
Board.)
$100.00 was appropriated for this purpose.
William D. Jacobs was named Town Director.
Article 5. To see if the town will vote to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of four hundred fifty dollars for the
purpose of maintaining, during the ensuing year, the
mosquito control works as estimated and certified to by
the State Reclamation Board in accordance with the
provisions of Chapter 112, Acts of 1931.
(Approved by the Advisory Board.)
$450.00 was appropriated for mosquito control.
Article 6. To see if the town will make the necessary
appropriations to defray the expenses of the town, and
for other purposes and to raise such sums of money as
the town shall deem expedient for the following pur-
poses :
Public Welfare, Old Age Assistance, Aid to Depen-
dent Children, Support of Schools, Vocational Training,
Highways (General Purposes), Sign Boards, Removing
Snow, Notes, Interest, State and County Taxes, Town
Officers, Memorial Town Hall Expenses, Incidentals,
School and District Nurse, Transportation of Nurse,
Dental Clinic, County Hospital, State Aid, Board of
Health, Electric Lights, Tent Caterpillars, Gaffield Park,
Tree Warden, Mowing Bushes, Squares and Triangles,
Spraying Elms, Gypsy Moth, Fire Department, Fire
Equipment, Mosquito Control, Insurance, James Li-
brary, Soldiers' Relief, School Physician, Memorial Day,
Armistice Day, Sealing Weights and Measures, Inspec-
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tion of Animals, Washington Street Cemetery, Ply-
mouth County Aid to Agriculture, Care of Veterans'
Graves and Town Forest.
Voted to appropriate the following amounts:
Tree Warden $ 150.00
Mowing Bushes 500.00
Tent Caterpillar 150.00
Gypsy Moth, Town and Private 1,665.73
Spraying Elss 425.00
Gaffield Park \ 50.00
Town Forest 50.00
Squares and Triangles 150.00
Schools 36,430.82
Vocational Training 300.00
School Dentist 700.00
School Physician 150.00
School and District Uurse 1,400.00
Transportation of Nurse 300.00
Board of Health 700.00
Board of Public Welfare 6,000.00
Old Age Assistance 9,000.00
Aid to Dependent Children 1,000.00
Soldiers' Relief
. . 400.00
State Aid 120.00
Highway
—
General Purposes 8,800.00
" Snow Removal 2,750.00
James Library 200.00
William J. Leonard Library 200.00
Washington Street Cemetery 125.00
Care of Veterans' Graves 100.00
Armistice Day 150.00
Memorial Day 250.00
Fire Department. General 1,400.00
Fire Department, Equipment 1,100.00
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Town Office Expense 2,300.00
Town Officers 4,700.00
Incidentals 1,600.00
Sign Boards 50.00
Street Lights 545.00
Insurance 158.50
Sealing Weights and Measures 150.00
Inspector of Animals 75.00
Reserve Fund 1,500.00
W. P. A. Fund for Materials 50.00
Notes 7,000.00
Interest 2,900.00
The following appropriations were made under special
articles
:
Art. 2 Highway, Chapter 81 $ 5,875.00
Art. 3 Reserve Fund 2,000.00
Art. 4 County Aid to Agriculture 100.00
Art. 5 Mosquito Control 450.00
Art. 8 School Lighting 175.00
Art. 9 W. P. A. School Grading 150.00
Art. 14 Infirmary Overdraft 3.62
Art. 16 New Sprayer 950.00
Voted to appropriate the Dog Tax Refund for use of
Schools.
Voted that the money required to carry out appropria-
tions not otherwise provided for be raised by taxation
and assessed on the polls and estates of resident and on
the estates of non-resident proprietors.
Article 7. Will the town vote to request payment of a
reimbursement fee of $1.00 together with additional for
janitor service, when lights and heat are required in the
High School Hall ; said Hall to be used only by organiza-
tions or Societies within the town and only for such
functions as may not be held at Cushing Memorial
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Town Hall. Free use by Alumnae Association, Parent-
Teachers' Association, Boy and Girl Scouts and for sup-
pers served by town organizations unless for the express
purpose of profit, when $1.00 shall be charged.
(Not approved by the Advisory Board but recom-
mended that a charge of $5.00 exclusive of the janitor
be made except that the Parent-Teachers' Association,
Alumnae Association, Boy and Girl Scouts have free
use.)
Voted to pass over this article.
Article . 8. Will the town vote to raise the sum ol
$175.00 to be added to the school budget to cover the
cost of the use of the school building by societies or or-
ganizations of the town.
(Approved by the Advisory Board.)
Voted to raise and appropriate $175.00 for this pur-
pose.
Article 9. Will the town raise and appropriate the
sum of $1,500.00 for labor, materials and supplies for
use in grading, loaming and seeding of the High School
grounds and the construction of a parking space.
(Not approved by the Advisory Board.)
Voted to raise and appropriate $1,500.00 for the above
purpose. .
Article 10. To see if the town will raise the sum of
$250.00 to grade the grounds back of the Central Fire
Station for a parking space.
(Not approved by the Advisory Board.)
No action taken on this article.
Article 11. To see if the town will vote to substitute
for Section 5 of the by-laws providing for a permanent
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Advisory Board as first presented to the town and ac-
cepted by the town but not approved by the Attorney
General the following
:
"Section 5. The Advisory Board may request the
Selectmen and other town officials under whose
directions appropriations are expended, to submit
to them at least thirty days before the annual town
meeting, an estimate of the appropriations neces-
sary for their various departments, and request
them to appear before them for consultation."
(Approved by the Advisory Board.)
It was voted that the above section be substituted and
accepted by the town.
Article 12. To see if the town will authorize the Se-
lectmen to sell at public or private sale the so-called
District No. 2 School House property on Main Street
with buildings thereon or act on anything pertaining
thereto.
(Not approved by the Advisory Board.)
Voted to pass over this article.
Article 13. To see if the town will vote to allow tho
Selectmen to sell the property on School Street formerly
owned by Daniel T. Brown but now owned by the town.
(Approved by the Advisory Board.)
Voted that they be authorized to sell this property.
Article 14. To see if the town will raise the sum of
$3.62 to cover Infirmary Overdraft Account now appear-
ing on the town books.
(Approved by the Advisory Board.)
Voted to raise the sum of $3.62 for this purpose.
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Article 15. To see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $450.00 for the suppression of
Gypsy Moths.
Additional amount recommended by the state forester
as needed.
(Not approved by the Advisory Board.)
Voted to pass over this article.
Article 16. To see if the town will vote to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of $950.00 for the purchase of a new
sprayer.
(Approved by the Advisory Board.)
Voted to raise and appropriate $950.00 for purchase of
a new sprayer.
Article 17. To hear a report from the Board of Health
of the town of Norwell upon the action taken by said
board with regard to a certain piggery situated near
Prospect Street and now or formerly owned by Ger-
trude Pantano and now or formerly conducted by Frank
Pantano and further to hear a statement by the Board
of Health with regard to their attitude upon the future
existence of any piggery operation in the town of Nor-
well.
(Approved by the Advisory Board.)
Voted to consider this article in connection with Arti-
cle 25.
The Board reported the action they had taken in
regard to the piggery and stated that future cases would
be considered as occasion should arise. No instructions
were given.
Article 18. To see if the town will adopt a by-law
or some modification thereof for the purpose of regulating
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billboards or other outdoor advertising devices.
Voted to pass over this article.
Article 19. To see if the town will adopt a by-law or
some modification thereof for the purpose of regulating
Auto-Trailer, Tourist Camp and Park Sites.
Voted to adopt the following by-law
:
"BY-LAW,',' TOWN OF NORWELL
Regulating Auto-Trailer, Tourist Camp and
Park Sites
Section 1. For the purpose of this ordinance, cer-
tain words and phrases are defined, and certain provi-
sions shall be construed, as herein set out, unless it
shall be apparent from the context that a different
meaning is intended.
Section 2. Tourist Camp and Park Site Defined.
A "tourist camp or park site" is any place where two
or more over-night cabins, tents or trailers are located,
or any premises designed or intended for the purpose
of supplying to the public a location for over-night
cabins, so-called, tents or trailers.
Section 3. Over-Night Cabin, Tent and Automobilr
Trailer Defined. An "over-night cabin, tent or trailer"
under this ordinance are construed to mean any build-
ing, tent or structure, house car, or automobile trailer,
used for, or adaptable to use for, living quarters.
Section 4. Unit Defined. A "unit" is a section of
ground in any tourist camp used, or designed for use,
as a location for a single over-night cabin, house car,
tent or trailer.
Section 5. Restricted Areas. No tourist camp or
trailer parking site shall be permitted to be located
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upon any land, owned or controlled by the Town of
Norwell, except in such spaces as shall be especially
provided for the same.
Section 6. Over-Night Cabin, Tent and Trailer Reg-
ulations. No unit shall contain less than six hundred
(600) square feet in area, and no unit shall be permitted
to accommodate more than one (1) over-night cabin,
tent or trailer.
The provisions of this section shall not, however, be
construed to prohibit* any property owner, residing upon
his land, from accommodating auto trailers of non-
paying guests; nor shall they be construed as abrogat-
ing the right of any property owner to erect over-night
cabins, as they are commonly known, under the above
unit rules and under such sanitary restrictions as the
town may establish. In such cases permits must be
obtained. (See Section seven C71.)
Section 7. Tourist Camp Permit. It shall be unlaw-
ful for any person to establish, or maintain, or to per-
mit to be established or maintained, upon any property
owned or controlled by him, a tourist camp in the Town
of Norwell, unless there exists a valid permit therefor
granted by the Board of Selectmen and existing in
compliance with the provisions of this ordinance. The
application for such a permit shall be accompanied by
plans of the proposed or existing tourist camp, showing
'the location of all buildings, driveways, toilet facilities,
baths, laundry facilities, slop sinks and other improve-
ments, and such permit may be granted to anyone meet-
ing the requirements as outlined. A minimum annual
permit fee of ten dollars ($10.00) per ten units or frac-
tion thereof shall be paid before such permit shall be
issued.
Section 8. Plumbing and Sanitary Requirements.
All tourist camp units shall be provided with a mini-
mum for each sex of one (1) toilet, one (1) bath tub
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or shower, for every ten (10) units, or fraction thereof;
a two-compartment laundry tub, a slop sink and a wash
basin with running water, for every ten (10) units or
fraction thereof.
No dry or chemical toilet closets shall be installed or
used within the limits of any tourist camp site and all
such closets shall be sealed while within the limits of the
Town of Norwell.
Section 9. Garbage. A sufficient number of tightly
covered cans for garbage disposal shall be installed.
Garbage so collected shall be disposed of daily by the
management.
Section 10. Limitation of Residence. It shall be
unlawful to remain or live in any tourist camp for more
than ninety days in any six months' period, excepting,
of course, bona fide employees.
Section 11. Record of Guests. The manager of every
tourist camp shall require all persons using the same to
register his name, home address and car license number.
Such record shall be available at all times for inspection
by the Police Department.
Section 12. Lighting. Every tourist camp shall be
adequately lighted by electricity.
Section 13. The Board of Selectmen and the Board
of Health of the Town of Norwell shall have the power
to promulgate rules and regulations for the enforcement
of the provisions of this ordinance."
Article 20. To see if the town will vote to authorize
the Town Accountant to close out the unexpended bal-
ances on the following appropriations, the purpose of
which has been completed.
Highway, Green Street balance $ .14
Highway, Main Street balance .45
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Highway, Winter Street . . .
New School Building Com. .
Fire Department Equipment
balance
balance
balance
.88
1.93
84.86
Total $88.26
(Approved by the Advisory Board.)
Voted to authorize the Accountant to close out the
above unexpended balances.
Article 21. To make allowances to town creditors.
Article 22. To see if the town will vote to authorize
the Town Treasurer, with the approval of the Select-
men, to borrow money from time to time in anticipa-
tion of the revenue of the financial year beginning Jan-
uary 1, 1938, and to issue a note or notes therefor,
payable within one year, and to renew any note or notes
as may be given for less than one year in accordance
with Section 17, Chapter 44, General Lows.
Voted to authorize the Town Treasurer with the
approval of the Selectmen to borrow money from time
to time in anticipation of the revenue of the financial
year beginning January 1, 1938, and to issue a note or
notes therefor payable within one year, and to renew any
note or notes as may be given for less than one year in
' accordance with Section 17, Chapter 44, General Laws.
Article 23. To see if the town will vote to authorize
the Town Treasurer, with the approval of the Selectmen,
to borrow money from time to time in anticipation of
the revenue of the financial year beginning January 1,
1939, and to issue a note or notes therefor, payable
within one year, and to renew any note or notes as
may be given for less than one year in accordance with
Section 17, Chapter 44, General Laws.
Voted to authorize the Town Treasurer, with the
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approval of the Selectmen, to borrow money from timu
to time in anticipation of the revenue of the financial
year beginning January 1, 1938, and to issue a note or
notes therefor, payable within one year, and to renew
any note or notes as may be given for less than one year,
in accordance with Section 17, Chapter 44, General Laws.
Article 24. Will the town act with the town of Han-
over to maintain electric lights at the junction of River
Street, Norwell, and Broadway, Hanover, and at Assin-
ippi.
Voted to act with Hanover to maintain lights at the
above locations.
Article 25. Will the town give any instructions to
town officers?
No instructions given.
Article 26. What salary and compensation will the
town vote to pay all its elected officers in accordance
with Section 108, Chapter 41, General Laws?
Voted the following
:
$ 5.00
5.00
5.00
4.50
4.50
600.00
500.00
800.00
150.00
Other Members of School Committee, each . . 75.00
100.00
Other Members Board of Health, each .... 25.00
10.00
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Milton H. Bird purchased the Fish Rights, paying $1
for the first and $2 for the second.
Subsequent Meeting for Election of Officers, Saturday,
March 12, 1938, at 11 a.m.:
Article 27. To bring in their votes for a Town Clerk,
for one year, one Selectman, one Assessor, and one mem-
ber of the Board of Public Welfare, for three years; a
Treasurer, a Collector of Taxes, a Surveyor of Highways,
five Constables, a M6derator and a Tree Warden for one
year; one member of the School Committee for three
years; one member of the Board of Health for three
years; one Trustee for the William J. Leonard Library
for three years.
Pursuant to the above article the qualified voters met
and took action as follows: Moderator Cecil E. Whitney,
presided. The election officers were Clifton S. Deane,
Herbert A. Lincoln, William 0. Henderson, Carlton 0.
Litchfield, Norman L. Wiggin. Alice C. Merritt, Mary
DeMarchi, Floretta Whiting and Margaret Crowell.
The polls opened at 11 A. M. and closed at 6 P. M.
The number of names checked on the voting list, the
number of ballots cast, and the number taken from the
ballot box agreed—565. The ballot box register failed to
.register correctly.
On being canvassed and counted in open meeting they
were found to be for the following persons:
MODERATOR (for one year)
Cecil E. Whitney
Henry Ford . . .
Charles Pike . . .
436
1
1
127Blanks
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TOWN CLERK (for one year)
Joseph F. Merritt 480
Blanks 85
SELECTMAN (for three years)
Ralph H. Coleman 462
Blanks 103
ASSESSOR (for three years)
Ralph H. Coleman 451
Blanks 114
BOARD OF PUBLIC WELFARE (for three years)
Ralph H. Coleman 455
Blanks 110
TREASURER (for one year)
Herbert E. Robbins 445
Blanks 120
TAX COLLECTOR (for one year)
Alfred H, Prouty 435
Charles Baldwin 1
Earl Nash , 1
Herbert Lincoln 1
Blanks 127
CONSTABLES (for one year)
J. Warren Foster 408
Frederick H. Hall 415
Lloyd B. Henderson 426
John T. Osborn 433
Bert I. Richardson *2
H. B. Atwater 1
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HIGHWAY SURVEYOR (for one year)
Douglas S. Mitchell 200
Perry H. Osborn 35 1
Blanks 8
SCHOOL COMMITTEE (for three years)
Nellie L. Sparrell 42')
Charles Baldwin ]
Louise Goosby 1
Ida Ross 1
Blanks ; 133
BOARD OF HEALTH (for three years)
Horace D. Gaudette 420
Blanks 145
TREE WARDEN (for one year)
John T. Osborn 443
Arthur Merritt 1
Blanks 121
TRUSTEE WM. J. LEONARD MEMORIAL LIBRARY
(for three years)
William 0. Prouty 435
- Blanks. 130
Meeting dissolved.
Attest: JOSEPH F. MERRITT,
Town Clerk.
Special Town Meeting, October 10-24, 1938
Pursuant to a warrant under the hands of the Select-
men, the qualified voters met at the Cushing Memorial
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Town Hall, Monday, October 10, at 7.30 P. M. Moderator
Cecil E. Whitney in the chair. After two adjournments
for lack of a quorum the tellers reported one present
October 24, at 8.15 P. M.
At this time action was taken as follows
:
Article 1. To see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate a sum of money for Old Age Assistance.
Recommended $3000. Approved by Advisory Board.
Voted to appropriate $3,000 for Old Age Assistance.
Article 2. To see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate a sum of money for Public Welfare.
Recommended $2,000. Approved by Advisory Board.
Voted to appropriate $2,000 for Public Welfare.
Article 3. To see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate a sum of money for the removal of trees from
the highway.
Recommended $975. Approved by Advisory Board.
Voted to appropriate $975 for removing trees from
highway.
Article 4. To see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate a sum of money to be used in connection
with W. P. A. proposed project at the High School.
Recommended $906.90. Not approved by Advisory
Board.
No action taken on this article.
Article 5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate a sum of money to be used in connection with
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W. P. A. proposed project for Moth Control.
Recommended $1,030. Approved by Advisory Board.
Voted to appropriate $1,030.
Article 6. To see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate a sum of money to be used in connection with
W. P. A. proposed project at Washington Street Ceme-
tery.
No amount submitted. Not approved by Advisory
Board.
No action taken on this article.
Voted to borrow the money necessary to carry out the
above appropriations, in anticipation of the revenue of
the financial year beginning January 1, 1939, reaffirming
the vote passed at the Annual Meeting, March 7, 1938,
to authorize the Treasurer, with the approval of the
Selectmen, to borrow money from time to time, in antici-
pation of the revenue of the financial year beginning
January 1, 1939, and to issue a note or notes therefor,
payable within one year, and to renew any note or notes
as may be given for less than one year, in accordance
with Section 17, Chapter 44, General Laws.
Voted that the meeting be dissolved.
Attest: JOSEPH F. MERRITT,
Town Clerk
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STATE ELECTION
November 8, 1938
Pursuant to a warrant under the hands of the Select-
men, duly executed by John T. Osborn, a Constable of
Norwell, the qualified voters met at the Cushing Memorial
Town Hall on the above date. Clifton S. Deane, Chair-
man of the Selectmen, was Presiding Election Officer.
The other officers were: Ralph H. Coleman, Herbert A.
Lincoln, Carlton 0. Litchfield, Norman L. Wiggin.
Howard N. Jackson, Alice C. Merritt, Floretta Whiting,
Mary DeMarchi and Arline Smith.
The polls opened at 6 A. M. and closed at 8 P. M.
883 ballots were cast, 11 of them were for absent voters
The result of the voting was as follows:
GOVERNOR
Henning A. Blomen, Socialist Labor Party 0
Roland S. Bruneau, Independent 1
Jeffrey W. Campbell, Socialist 6
James M. Curley, Democratic 119
William A. Davenport, Independent Tax Reform . . 0
Otis Archer Hood, Communist Party 0
Charles L. Manser, Sound, Sensible Government. ... 1
William H. McMasters, Townsend Recovery Plan . . 5
Leverett Saltonstall, Republican 743
George L. Thompson, Prohibition 0
Blanks 8
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Manuel Blank, Communist Party
James Henry Brennan, Democratic
Horace T. Cahill, Republican
Freeman W. Follett, Prohibition
1
113
74:2
1
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Joseph F. Massidda, Socialist 5
George L. McGlynn, Socialist Labor Party I
Blanks 20
SECRETARY
Frederic W. Cook, Republican 755
Hugo DeGregory, Communist Party 3
Katherine A. Foley, Democratic 93
Eileen O'Connor Lane, Socialist 6
Malcolm T. Rowe, Socialist Labor Party 1
Blanks 25
TREASURER
Frank L. Asher, Communist Party
Albert Sprague Coolidge, Socialist
Owen Gallagher, Democratic .....
William E. Hurley, Republican
Ralph Pirone, Socialist Labor Party
Blanks
AUDITOR
Thomas H. Buckley, Democratic . ,
Michael C. Flaherty, Socialist
Horace I. Hillis, Socialist Labor Party
Michael Tuysuzian, Communist Party
Guy S. Williams, Prohibition
Russell A. Wood, Republican
Blanks
ATTORNEY GENERAL
Clarence A. Barnes, Republican 675
Paul A. Dever, Democratic 166
Joseph C. Figueiredo, Communist Party 1
George F. Hogan, Prohibition 0
Alfred Baker Lewis, Socialyist 6
Fred E. Oelcher. Socialist Labor Party 1
Blanks 33
24
2
9
85
741
1
81
137
5
1
1
7
687
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CONGRESSMAN (Fifteenth District)
John D. W. Bodfish, Democratic 151
Charles L. Gifford, Republican 691
Blanks 41
COUNCILLOR (Second District)
Saul Friedman, Socialist 7
Clayton L. Havey, Republican 708
John J. Sawtelle, Democratic 105
Blanks 63
SENATOR (Norfolk and Plymouth District)
Newland H. Holmes, Republican 709
Noel C. King, Democratic 108
Blanks 66
REPRESENTATIVE IN GENERAL COURT
(Second Plymouth District)
George W. Duffey, Democratic Ill
Nathaniel Tilden, Republican 718
. Blanks 54
DISTRICT ATTORNEY (Southeastern District)
Edmund R. Dewing, Republican 721
Daniel L. Kelleher, Jr., Democratic 110
Blanks 52
COUNTY COMMISSIONER (Plymouth County)
Louis A. Reardon, Democratic 147
George M. Webber, Republican 681
Blanks 55
COUNTY COMMISSIONER
(Plymouth County—to fill vacancy)
Elva M. Bent, Republican 700
William Leslie Ross, Democratic 117
Blanks 66
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SHERIFF (Plymouth County)
Albert M. Heath, Democratic
Charles H. Robbins, Republican
Blanks
110
717
5G
QUESTION No. 1
PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO THE CONSTITUTION
Shall an amendment to the Constitution providing for
biennial sessions of the General Court and for a biennial
budget which is further described as follows :
—
This amendment annuls all existing provisions of the
Constitution and its prior amendments which require
annual sessions of the General Court, commonly known
as the Legislature, and provides for biennial sessions in
their place. It also provides that the budget of all pro-
posed expenditures of the Commonwealth shall be so
prepared as to cover two fiscal years instead of only one
as at present required,—which proposed amendment was
approved by the General Court and in a joint session of
the two branches held May 27, 1936, received 141 votes
in the affirmative and 117 in the negative, and in a joint
session of the two branches held May 19, 1937, received
158 votes in the affirmative and 112 in the negative,—be
approved?
LAW PROPOSED BY INITIATIVE PETITION
Shall the proposed measure which provides that in any
city or town which accepts its terms, the licensing author-
ities shall establish free public taxicab stands for the use
of all taxicabs and motor vehicles for hire whose owners
Yes
No
Blanks
341
234
308
QUESTION No. 2
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are licensed within such city or town, and shall abolish
all other forms of taxicab stands on any public highway
within such city or town,—which was disapproved in the
House of Representatives by a vote of 96 in the affirm-
ative and 109 in the negative and in the Senate by a
vote of 4 in the affirmative and 35 in the negative,—be
approved?
Yes 271
No 335
Blanks 277
1. Shall licenses be granted in this city (or town) for
the sale therein of all alcoholic beverages (whisky, rum,
gin, malt beverages, wines and all other alcoholic bever-
ages) ?
Yes 285
No 439
Blanks 159
2. Shall licenses be granted in this city (or town) for
the sale therein of wines and malt beverages (wines and
beer, ale and all other malt beverages) ?
Yes 356
No 360
Blanks 167
3. Shall licenses be granted in this city (or town) for
the sale therein of all alcoholic beverages in packages, so
called, not to be drunk on the premises?
Yes 343
No 363
Blanks 177
1. Shall the pari-mutuel system of betting on licensed
horse races be permitted in this county?
Yes 435
No 2P
Blanks 1/3
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2. Shall the pari-mutuel system of betting on licensed
dog races be permitted in this county?
Yes 359
No 339
Blanks 185
Meeting dissolved.
Attest: JOSEPH F. MERRITT,
Town Clerk.
Town Clerks' Convention
At a meeting of the Town Clerks in the several towns
comprising the Second Plymouth District, held at the
Clerk's office in Marshfield on Friday, November 18,
1938, Nathaniel Tilden of Scituate was elected Repre-
sentative in General Court. His certificate was signed
by the Clerks of said district. The vote was
:
Duffy Tilden Blanks Total
Marshfield 140 1081 40 1261
Norwell 111 718 54 883
Scituate 560 1542 83 2185
Duxbury 153 901 55 1109
Pembroke ....... 114 581 28 723
Kingston 331 756 100 1187
1409 5579 360 7348
George W. Duffy of Scituate . . 1409
Nathaniel Tilden of Scituate . . 5579
Blanks 360
Total 7348
Shirley R. Crosse, Town Clerk of Marshfield
Joseph F. Merritt, Town Clerk of Norwell
William W. Wade, Town Clerk of Scituate
Joseph T. C. Jones, Town Clerk of Duxbury
George W. Cushman, Town Clerk of Kingston
William A. Key, Town Clerk of Pembroke
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At the close of Registration, October, 1938, there were
1 voters on the list.
ENROLLED MILITIA
299 men were enrolled for military duty in 1938.
REGISTERED VOTERS
99
DOGS LICENSED TO DECEMBER 28, 1938
10 Males (1937 Books) at $2.00 $ 20.00
Clerk's fees, 10 licenses at .20 $ 2.00
Paid Town Treasurer $ 18.00
90 Males at $2.00 $180.00
16 Females at $5.00 80.00
29 Spayed at $2.00 58.00
2 Kennels at $25.00 50.00
$368.00
Clerk's fees, 137 licenses at .20 27.40
Paid Town Treasurer $340.60
Hunting, Fishing and Trapping Licenses, 1938
21 Resident Fishing Licenses at $2.00 $ 42.00
66 Resident Hunting Licenses at $2.00 132.00
23 Resident Sporting Licenses at $3.25 .... 7 1.75
6 Women's and Minors' Licenses at $1.25 . . 7.50
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1 Trapping License at $5.25 5.25
$261.50
10 Resident Sporting and Trapping Licenses
(Free)
Fees, 117 Licenses at .25 29.25
Paid Division of Fisheries and Game . . $232.25
Marriages Recorded in Norwell During
the Year 1938
April 3. Married in Whitman, Clarence Leland Damon
of Norwell and Florence Belle Chesley of Whitman, by
Rev. Carl R. Barth.
April 19. Married in Abington, Weston Oakley
Nichols of Norwell and Winona May Peacock of Dux-
bury, by Rev. Merrill C. Ward.
June 5. Married in Chelsea, Peter James Smellie of
Norwell and Agnes Muriel Connolly of Chelsea, by Rev.
Daniel J. Scully.
June 10. Married in Norwell, Lawrence Merton
Turner of North Abington and Madeline Lamson
MacDonald of Norwell, by Rev. Alfred J. Wilson.
June 25. Married in Hanover, Durwood Parker of
Taunton and Delia Gaudette of Norwell, by Rev. V. A.
Loescher.
June 30. Married in Hanover, Harold West Francis
of Norwell and Mary Elizabeth Moulton of Hanover, by
Rev. V. A. Loescher.
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July 12. Married in Weymouth, Walter Gordon
Haslett of Norwell and Anastasia Fisher of Weymouth,
by Rev. Joseph Rodney Newton.
July 20. Married in Rockland, Spencer Percival
Joseph of Norwell and Ellen Lincoln Merritt of Scituate.
by Rev. Clarence E. Southard.
Sept. 6. Married in Springfield, Nova Scotia, Perley
C. Keene and Bessie E. Parr, both of Norwell, by Rev.
Henry L. Strothard.
Sept. 17. Married in Norwell, Robert Luther Litch-
field of Scituate and Janice Arline Ringe of Norwell, by
Rev. Alfred J. Wilson.
Oct. 1. Married in Weymouth, Everett Thomas
McPherson and Eulalie Estelle Lebrosquay, both of Nor-
well, by Clayton B. Merchant, Town Clerk and Justice
of the Peace.
Oct. 6. Married in Norwell, Alton Russell Stoddard
and Charlotte Elsie Mesheau, both of Norwell, by Rev.
Alfred J. Wilson.
Oct. 14. Married in Quincy, A. Forest Mitchener of
Lewiston, Me., and M. Mildred Fowler of Norwell, by
Emery L. Crane, City Clerk and Justice of the Peace.
Oct. 31. Married in Norwell, Richard J. Maxwell of
Norwell and Welthea Stoughton of Cohasset, by Rev.
Alfred J. Wilson.
Nov. 5. Married in Norwell, John R. Quick and Janet
L. Carman, both of Freeport, N. Y., by Rev. Fred H.
Rudder.
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Nov. 25. Married in Groveland, Lewis Edward Bates
of Ashfield and Dorothy Louise Nelson of Norwell, by
Rev. Hollis M. Bartlett.
Nov. 6. Married in Salem, Peter Sawchuk of Peabody
and Helen Ann Mazur of Norwell, by Rev. Nicholas N.
Metropolsky.
Dec. 24. Married in Scituate, Wilbur Nichols Burns
of Norwell and Vivian Charlotte Hatch of Scituate, by
Rev. Lewis W. Sanford.
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TOWN OF NORWELL
REPORT OF THE SELECTMEN
TOWN OFFICERS
Clifton S. Deane, Selectman, Assessor and
Overseer of Public Welfare $ 600.00
Herbert A. Lincoln, Selectman, Assessor and
Overseer of Public Welfare 337.50
Ralph H. Coleman, Selectman, Assessor and
Overseer of Public Welfare 540.00
Herbert E. Robbins, Treasurer 500.00
Alfred H. Prouty, Tax Collector 785.00
Joseph F. Merritt, Town Clerk 522.50
Joseph F. Merritt, Registrar of Voters-Clerk 35.00
Edward B. Haskins, Registrar of Voters. . . . 25.00
Nellie L. Sparrell, School Committee-Clerk.. 150.00
John M. Lind, School Committee 75.00
Benjamin Loring, School Committee 75.00
Cecil E. Whitney, Moderator 10.00
Kenneth A. Torrey, Town Accountant 400.00
John T. Osborn, Constable 115.00
Frederick H. Hall, Constable 159.50
Lloyd B. Henderson, Constable 39.00
Bert I. Richardson, Constable 8.00
Robert Goosby, Police 39.00
Francis D. Hines, Police 18.00
Carleton Litchfield, Election Officer 15.00
W. O. Henderson, Election Officer 10.00
Norman Wiggin, Election Officer 15.00
Floretta Whiting, Election Officer 15.00
Mary DeMarchi, Election Officer 10.00
Alice Merritt, Election Officer 15.00
Margaret Crowell, Election Officer 5.00
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Howard Jackson, Election Officer 10.00
Arlene Smith, Election Officer 10.00
Percy Joseph, Police 4.50
Clifton Lambert, Police 4.50
Appropriation
$4,697.50
4,700.00
Unexpended Balance $ 2.50
INCIDENTALS
Joseph F. Totman, envelopes and postage. . . . $ 195.11
Carrie M. Ford, stationery and printing 71.75
Joseph F. Merritt, recording fees 61.50
T 1 T» TT T 1 1 * i-John B. Washburn, register "1 C f\f\15.00
TT 1_ 1 p 117 T 1 -Hobbs & Warren, Inc., supplies inn rrt77.5/
Julia Morton, recording probate 26.94
Sanderson Bros., town reports 272.40
Sanderson Bros., printing and supplies 40.75
Cellar Print Shop, printing 51.70
/"i a "ft /r * • /2 j *Commonwealth of Mass., certification 8.00
Rockland Standard Pub. Co., printing and
100.15
Ralph H. Coleman, expenses 22.00
TT 1 A A T* 1Herbert A. Lincoln, expenses 10.7o
Clitton S. Deane, expenses 16.oO
H. C. Metcalt, typewriter and adding machine 105.00
Alfred H. Proutv, bond and insurance 159.00
Alfred H. Prouty, expenses 72.15
Irving R. Henderson, supplies o
—
.OO
Kenneth A. Torrey, supplies and expense. . . . 3.51
Land Court, tax title costs 256.00
Herbert E. Robbins, bonds 67.00
Herbert E. Robbins, expenses 23.60
John Matheson, deputy bond 10.00
Plymouth Co. Selectmen's Association, dues. . 7.00
Plymouth Co. Assessors' Association, dues. . . 2.00
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W. G. Ford, boundary survey 7.75
A. W. Babbitt Co., check register 5.00
Town of Scituate, taxes 11.20
Robinson Seal Co., binding records 65.00
Comm. of Public Safety, firearms record. . . . 3.00
Dr. R. G. Vinal, services 7.00
Everett Stoddard, services 3.00
Ellis Smith, supplies 3.40
A. R. Damon & Son, bridge repairs 58.50
M. R. Lyons, deputy bond 10.00
Charles A. Bruce, transportation 5.00
South Shore Life, advertising 3.00
Davol Printing House, supplies 6.00
W. C. Bowker, stamps 31.00
Expended $1,894.58
Appropriation $1,600.00
Transfers—Reserve Fund .... 295.00
1,895.00
Unexpended Balance $ .42
TOWN OFFICE EXPENSES
Janitor $1,248.00
Fuel 347.67
Light 328.52
Janitor's Supplies 79.59
Repairs - 52.51
Telephone 106.63
Equipment 135.24
Expended $2,298.19
Appropriation 2,300.00
Unexpended Balance $ 1.81
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SEALING WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
I. Austin Lincoln, Sealer $ 130.80
Hobbs & Warren, supplies 9.30
Herbert E. Robbins, insurance 9.84
$ 149.94
Appropriation $ 150.00
Transfer—Reserve Fund 3.25
$ 153,25
Unexpended Balance $ 3.31
MOSQUITO CONTROL
Commonwealth of Massachusetts $ 450.00
Appropriation $ 450.00
AID TO AGRICULTURE
Treasurer of Plymouth County $ 100.00
Appropriation $ 100.00
ANIMAL INSPECTION
J. Warren Foster, Inspector $ 47.50
Appropriation 75.00
Unexpended Balance $ 27.50
SCHOOL AND VISITING NURSE
Catherine A. Roe, nurse ; $1,400.00
Appropriation $1,400.00
TRANSPORTATION OF NURSE
Norwell Visiting Nurse Association $ 300.00
Appropriation $ 300.00
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DENTAL CLINIC
Willis B. Parsons, D. M. D., services $ 700.00
Appropriation $ 700.00
SIGN BOARDS
Perry Osborn, labor $ 4.50
Perry Osborn, man and truck 18.00
A. Jackman, labor 8.00
C. Baldwin, labor 4.00
Howard A. Delano, labor and materials 18.80
W. C. Soule, labor and materials 10.00
Expended $ 63.30
Appropriation $ 50.00
Transfer—Reserve Fund 15.00
65.00
Unexpended Balance $ 1.70
LIGHTING STREETS
Edison Electric 111. Co. of Brockton, contract $ 516.01
Appropriation 545.00
Unexpended Balance $ 28.99
OLD AGE ASSISTANCE ADMINISTRATION
Herbert A. Lincoln $ 107.50
Ralph H. Coleman 35.00
Clifton S. Deane 25.00
Expended • ? 167.50
Balance, January 1 $ 184.68
Receipts, U. S 345.11
529.79
Unexpended Balance, January 1, 1939 $ 362.29
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SOLDIERS' RELIEF
Cash payments $ 477.00
Irving R. Henderson, groceries 55.74
Phillips Bates & Co., fuel 21.00
Ramsay Oil Co., fuel 17.GS
Expended $ 571.42
Appropriation $ 400.00
Transfer—Reserve Fund 200.00
600.00
Unexpended Transfer $ 28.58
STATE AID
Monetary Aid $ 120.00
Appropriation $ 120.00
VOCATIONAL TRAINING
City of Brockton, tuition $ 66.70
City of Quincy, tuition 246.59
City of Boston, tuition 22.20
Expended . $ 335.49
Appropriation $ 300.00
Transfer—Reserve Fund 38.25
338.25
Unexpended Balance $ 2.76
SCHOOL PHYSICIAN
R. G. Vinal, M. D., services $ 100.00
Appropriation $ 100.00
JAMES LIBRARY
Treasurer, James Library Association $ 200.00
Appropriation $ 200.00
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RESERVE FUND
Transfers to
:
Soldiers' Relief $ 200.00
W. P. A. Expense and Delivery of Materials 240.00
Insurance 550.00
Street Signs 15.00
Old Age Assistance 1,125.00
Tree Warden 850.00
Incidentals 295.00
Sealer of Weights and Measures 3.25
Public Welfare 183.50
Vocational Training 38.25
Expended $3,500.00
Appropriation $3,500.00
Unexpended Transfers
:
Soldiers' Relief $ 28.58
W. P. A. Expense and Delivery of Materials 1.51
Insurance 38.42
Street Signs 1.70
Tree Warden 2.13
Incidentals .42
Sealer of Weights and Measures 3.25
Vocational Training 2.70
Returned to Overlay Surplus $ 78.77
W.P.A. EXPENSE AND DELIVERY OF MATERIALS
A. K. Finney, supply transportation $ 8.74
Treasurer of the United States, administra-
tion of surplus distribution 76.28
Joseph's Garage, transportation 260.00
Norwell Coach Service, transportation 50.00
J. Slate, wrapping supplies 6.64
Expended $ 401.66
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Appropriation $ 50.00
Unexpended Balance, January 1 113.17
Transfers—Reserve Fund .... 240.00
403.17
Unexpended Balance $ 1.51
INSURANCE
Herbert E. Robbins, High School contents. . . $ 15.36
Herbert A. Lincoln, High School, contents and
storage house 639.36
Chas. H. Pike, High School contents 15.36
Expended $ 670.08
Appropriation $ 158.50
Transfer—Reserve Fund 550.00
708.50
Unexpended Balance $ 38.42
MEMORIAL DAY
Norwell Legion Band $ 125.00
Rev. Arthur W. Webster 10.00
M. L. Knight 9.75
John P. Squire Co., supplies 19.31
C. W. Robinson, supplies 13.37
' Olive E. Dolan, wreaths 23.63
Duncan Campbell, janitor 1.00
J. H. Sparrell, transportation . 8.00
William T. Dunbar, flowers 31.20
William O. Prouty, transportation 5.00
Expended $ 246.26
Appropriation 250.00
Unexpended Balance $ 3.74
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ARMISTICE DAY
Yankee Network, entertainment $ 70.00
Alfred G. Howes, entertainment 35.00
John T. Osborn, police 6.00
Expended $ 111.00
Appropriation 150.00
Unexpended Balance $ 39.00
SOLDIERS' GRAVES
W. C. Bowker, labor $ 22.75
Howard Jackson, labor 63.75
Expended $ 86.50
Appropriation 100.00
Unexpended Balance $ 13.50
WASHINGTON STREET CEMETERY
Queen Anne Nurseries, shrubs $ 50.00
Perry H. Osborn, repairing drives 9.00
W. C. Bowker, labor and expense 29.50
Hiram Williams, labor 16.00
W. W. Farrar, fertilizer 2.00
W. D. Jacobs, labor and mowing 18.00
Expended $ 124.50
Appropriation 125.00
Unexpended Balance $ .50
CLIFTON S. DEANE,
RALPH H. COLEMAN,
HERBERT A. LINCOLN,
Selectmen.
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BOARD OF PUBLIC WELFARE
Monetary Aid $1,415.35
E. N. Josselyn, groceries and supplies 1,438.60
John F. Brooks, groceries and supplies 476.00
Irving R. Henderson, groceries and supplies. . 401.18
R. C. Smith, groceries and supplies 342.56
Harold Ramsay, groceries, fuel and supplies. 318.50
Charles E. Goldman, groceries and supplies. . 32.00
Chester Robinson, groceries and supplies. .-. . 116.44
I. A. Lincoln, groceries and supplies 44.54
W. D. Jacobs, rent 240.00
Rockland Savings Bank, rent 165.00
George Cavanagh, milk 113.18
A. Lelyveld, shoes 5.75
N. H. Ranney, clothing 17.65
D. Morse, clothing 11.42
Burrell and Delory, shoes 21.71
Taylor Coal Co., fuel 46.38
Philips. Bates & Co., fuel 13.00
P. H. Osborn, fuel 10.00
Stanley Briggs, fuel 27.00
Frank McManus, fuel 2.00
E. A. Keene, rent 15.00
H. T. Handy, M. D., medical attendance. ..... 126.00
Raymond G. Vinal, M. D., medical attendance. . 441.85
Mass. General Hospital 50.84
Eye and Ear Infirmary 15.95
Weymouth Hospital 98.00
Cohasset Hospital 30.00
N. F. Lough, M. D 5.00
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M. F. Lydon, M. D. . 10.00
George A. Beach, plumbing 5.30
Brockton Edison, lighting 4.57
Town of Hanover 587.50
City of Salem 48.00
$6,696.27
HERBERT A. LINCOLN,
CLIFTON S. DEANE,
RALPH H. COLEMAN,
Board of Public Welfare.
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ASSESSOR'S REPORT
Table of Aggregates
Number of Persons Individ- Corpora-
Assessed uals tions Total
Personal Property only 17 2 19
Real Estate only 686 16 702
Both Personal and Real 159 4 *-163
Total Number of Persons Assessed 884
Number of Male Polls Assessed 533
Value of Assessed Personal Estate
Stock in trade $ 22,595
Machinery 9,400
Live Stock 26,065
Tangible Personal Property . . . 136,893
Total Value of Assessed
Personal Property $194,953.00
Value of Assessed Real Estate
Buildings, exclusive of land. . . .$1,505,600
Land, exclusive of Buildings. . . 387,360
Total Value of Assessed
Real Estate $2,087,913.00
Tax Rate per $1,000—$39.00
Taxes for State, County, and Town
Purposes, including Overlay
Committed to Tax Collector
Personal Estate $ 7,603.16
Real Estate 73,825.44
Poll Tax 1,066.00
Total Tax Assessed $82,494.60
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Number of Live Stock Assessed
Horses 47
Cows 58
Neat Cattle 17
Swine 307
Sheep 4
Fowl 19,540
All other 631
Number of Dwellings Assessed
Number of Acres of Land ....
631
12,666
MOTOR VEHICLE EXCISE
Number of Cars Assessed 911
Value of Vehicles Assessed $186,630.00
Excise Committed to Collector 5,442.18
1938 RECAPITULATION
Town
Total voted since 1937
Tax was fixed $104,798.67
Transferred from Overlay
Surplus 2,000.00
Deficits due to Overlay 1933 118.20
State
State Tax $ 3,040.00
Auditing Accounts 59.59
Civil War Veterans 65.00
State Parks and
Reservations 79.55
O. A. A. Abatements 21.00
County
County Tax 4,061.80
Plymouth County Hospital . 1,000.00
Overlay of Current Year 3,767.25
Gross amount to be raised $113,243.81
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Estimated Receipts and Available
Funds
Income Tax $ 8,237.81
Corporation Taxes 1,117.43
Motor Vehicle Excise 4,500.00
Licenses 400.00
Moth Assessment 661.50
Charities 1,000.00
Old Age Assistance 6,000.00
Schools 10,900.00
Interest on Deposits 800.00
Aid to Children 200.00
Total Estimated Receipts 33,816.74
Net Amount to.be raised
by Taxation $ 79,427.07
RALPH H. COLEMAN, Chairman
CLIFTON S. DEANE,
HERBERT A. LINCOLN.
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LIST OF JURORS
From July 1, 1938, to July 1, 1939
Baldwin, Charles H., laborer
Bates, D. Fred, retired
Burns, John W., laborer
Colburn, Howard W., laborer
Davis, John D., salesman
Dyer, Arthur H., machinist
Gooch, Adelbert 0., farmer
Hall, Walter R., salesman
Hamblen, Carlton B., painter
Harris, Charles A., retired
Haskins, Edward B., broker
Henderson, Arthur F., laborer
Herchenroder, Howard J., druggist
Howe, Edward L., carpenter
Jones, Walter M., shoeworker
Johnson, Walter A., farmer
Joseph, E. Clarence, carpenter
McLaughlin, Clarence M., salesman
Maxwell, Andrew, carpenter
Neftel, Basil K., restaurateur
Snowdale, G. Lancaster, laborer
Sousa, Joseph B., laborer
Thomas, Clement R., poultryman
Wiggin, Norman L., shoeworker
Wilder, Donald C, shoeworker
Central Street
Mt. Hope Street
Winter Street
Tiffany Rd.
W. Main Street
Stetson Rd.
Washington Street
Washington Street
Grove Street
Tiffany Rd.
Stetson Rd.
River Street
Washington Street
Parker Street
Washington Street
Norwell Ave.
Washington Street
Tiffany Rd.
W. Main Street
River Street
Tiffany Rd.
Pine Street
High Street
High Street
High Street
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WILLIAM J. LEONARD MEMORIAL
LIBRARY
Our circulation continued to increase in 1938, especial-
ly among adult readers, and it has now reached a total
of 2,608 volumes.
During the past year the shelves were looked over and
200 books of slight present value were removed, increas-
ing the attractiveness of the library and making room
for new additions. 191 books have been added, 148 by
purchase and 43 by gift. 30 of these were presented by
the Division of Public Libraries from the State Certificate
list and 13 were gratefully received from individuals, in-
cluding a "Narrative History of South Scituate—Nor-
well," given by the author, Joseph Foster Merritt. The
library now contains about 2,300 volumes.
It is open during the school year on Wednesdays from
2 :30 to 4 and from 7 to 8 p. m. In the summer vacation it
is open during the evening hour only. It is free to all resi-
dents of the town.
Book purchases $107.66
Services
:
Mrs. Pauline W. Leonard 48.04
Mrs. Dorothy E. Cann 27.50
Repairs 2.35
Painting 5.50
Cleaning . 3.00
Electric Stove 4.95
Stationery 1.00
$200.00
ALFRED H. PROUTY,
WILLIAM O. PROUTY,
PAULINE W. LEONARD,
Trustees.
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FORESTRY
The appropriation for Town Forests has been inade-
quate for the work that should have been done.
The work has been limited to release work, or cutting
out sprouts that were interfering with the growth of the
young trees planted three years ago by W. P. A. in the
Washington Memorial Town Forest on Circuit Street.
These trees have made a satisfactory growth, but need-
ed releasing.
The hurricane of September 21 blew down two or three
large trees and a number of smaller ones in the town
forest north of the old high school grounds. As most of
these are within a small area, they constitute a possible
fire hazard. It is expected that the W. P. A. project for
the removal of fire hazards caused by the hurricane will
take care of this one.
A large proportion of the trees in Gaffield Park were
blown down. It is recommended that all the old trees in
the park be removed for the benefit of the younger
growth.
C. A. Bruce, 50 hours . .
.
Henry I. Pinson, 50 hours
$25.00
25.00
Appropriation
$50.00
50.00
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REPORT OF BOARD OF HEALTH
DISEASES REPORTED TO THE BOARD
Scarlet Fever 1
Mumps 4
Chicken Pox 4
German Measles 1
Tuberculosis 1
Measles 1
Lobar Pneumonia 1
Typhoid Fever 1
Dog Bite 6
INSPECTION OF SLAUGHTERING
Hogs 147
Calves 9
Sheep . .
. . 6
Goats 3
BOARD OF HEALTH ACCOUNT
Carrie M. Ford, Printing $ 2.00
Franklin Totman, Printing 2.75
Wilder Gaudette, Clerical Services 5.00
John T. Osborn, Services and Car 12.65
Joseph Totman, Stamps 2.00
Minot Williamson, Expense 5.00
Horace Gaudette, Expense and Car 10.00
Joseph F. Merritt. Expense 5.00
A. W. Pinson, Inspections 123.75
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Plymouth County Hospital 469.10
Massachusetts Memorial Hospital 63.00
$699.65
Unexpended Balance . .35
Appropriation $700.00
The Board of Health would again call attention to the
need of one or more places in town where rubbish could
be dumped and disposed of. It is a matter that should be
taken up in the near future.
Board of Health,
MINOT WILLIAMSON,
HORACE D. GAUDETTE,
JOSEPH F. MERRITT.
EIGHTY-NINTH ANNUAL REPORT
REPORT OF TOWN TREASURER
YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1938
RECEIPTS
Cash on hand, January 1, 1938. $ 19,000.56
Total Receipts for 1938 212,751.91
$231,752.47
EXPENDITURES
Total Payments of Warrants.. $209,359.27
Cash on hand, December 31,
1938 22,393.20
$231,752.47
For detailed account of receipts and expenditures see
report of the Town Accountant.
SIXTY-FIRST ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
COFFIN FUND
Amount of Fund, $2,000.
Available Interest, January 1,
1938 $427.77
Interest Added, 1938 61.07
$488.84
Withdrawn 1938 $ 31.00
Available Interest, January 1,
1939 457.84
$488.84
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FIFTY-THIRD ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
ABIGAIL T. OTIS POOR FUND
Amount of Fund, $2,000.
Available* Interest, January 1,
1938 $342.02
Interest Added, 1938 57.41
$399.43
Withdrawn, 1938 $ 60.00
Available Interest, January 1,
1939 339.43
$399.13
TENTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE ANNABEL
WAKEFIELD POOR FUND
Amount of Fund, $1,000.
Available Interest, January 1,
1938 $218.66
Interest Added, 1938 30.64
$249.30
Withdrawn, 1938 $ 0.00
Available Interest, January 1,
1939 249.30
$249.30
INCOME CEMETERY TRUST FUNDS
Income Expended Available
1938 1938 Jan. 1, 1939
Abigail T. Otis $27.70 $30.45 $113.75
Abigail T. Otis Tomb
Fund 16.37 22.99 153.13
Eliza Josselyn 6.29 6.91 53.13
Samuel C. Cudworth . .
.
6.47 0.00 64.28
Prudence C. Delano . . . . 10.10 22.08 96.05
Nancy Hersey 2.77 3.04 11.38
Mary O. Robbins 6.04 6.64 43.00
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Income Expended Available
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Charles E. Brewster
. .
. 2.51 2.50 .Oo
Maurice E. Pratt 2.57 3.25 1.39
Vadilla A. Damon 5.03 5.00 .09
Floretta Whiting 2.57 3.25 1.67
Martha E. French 2.51 2.50 .05
Peter Tomansen 1.26 1.25 .01
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Income Expended Available
JL i/O O li/OO Tin 1oa.ll. JL, JLt7'U<7
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Arthur Stoddard 2.50 2.25 .03
Herbert T. Howard . . . 2.51 2.75 .04
Willard Thatcher 1.26 1.25 .14
Alpheus Thomas 0.00 0.00 .00
0.00 0.00 .00
Respectfully submitted,
HERBERT E. ROBBINS,
Treasurer.
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TREE WARDEN
HURRICANE DAMAGE AND W. P. A. PROJECT
John T. Osborn $349.62
John T. Osborn, Truck 155.00
Perry H. Osborn and Car 12.75
Perry H. Osborn and Men and 2 Trucks 36.00
Lyman Lincoln and Truck 18.00
Lyman Weatherby, Truck 6.00
F. H. Hall, Truck 4.00
Francis Paradis 20.00
Al Paradis 20.00
Leo Paradis 20.00
Joseph Paradis 15.00
Wilbur Hatch 179.00
Russell Rich 19.00
Lee Coombs 5.00
Robert Apts 4.50
Roger Apts 4.50
Ralph Litchfield 4.50
Herbert Spovill 5.00
Curtis Power 3.50
Lloyd West 3.50
James Liddell 2.00
George Beach 2.00
Bertram Joseph 9.00
Percy Joseph 5.00
Loring Wadsworth 4.00
Richard Cummings 4.00
Charles Baldwin 6.50
Joseph Totman 3.00
Frank Osborne 3.00
George Dobson, Jr 3.00
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William Weatherby 3.00
Raymond Sharp 4.50
Robert Tibbetts 1.50
George Cavanagh 4.50
William Dunbar, Jr 2.00
Howard Jackson '. . . 4.00
Francis Hines 4.50
Alton Stoddard 4.50
Lloyd Henderson 4.00
Charles Bruce 15.00
Lyman Lincoln, Jr 5.00
Harry Henderson 4.00
Perley Keene 8.00
Dr. Harry F. Cleverly 7.00
$997.87
Appropriation $150.00
Transfer 350.00
Transfer 20.00
Transfer . 480.00
$ 2.13
JOHN T. OSBORN,
Tree Warden.
GARFIELD PARK
Wilbur H. Hatch $ 14.00
Perley Keene 36.00
$50.00
JOHN T. OSBORN,
Tree Warden.
SQUARES AND TRIANGLES
John T. Osborn $ 18.00
John T. Osborn, Truck 40.00
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Perley Keene 36.00
Charles Bruce 16.00
Wilbur Hatch 8.00
Charles Fish 6.00
Rome Bros 15.00
$139.00
Appropriation 150.00
Balance 11.00
$150.00
JOHN T. OSBORN,
Tree Warden.
MOWING BUSHES
John T. Osborn $128.25
John T. Osborn, Truck 138.00
Perley Keene 124.00
Charles Bruce 50.00
Curtis Power 4.00
Charles Williamson 50.00
Phillips, Bates Co 2.52
$496.77
Appropriation 500.00
Balance $ 3.23
JOHN T. OSBORN,
Tree Warden.
TENT CATERPILLARS
John T. Osborn $ 27.57
John T. Osborn, Truck 60.00
Perley Keene 20.00
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Curtis Power 20.00
Wilbur Hatch 14.00
Joseph's Garage 7.97
$149.34
Appropriation 150.00
Balance $ .4G
JOHN T. OSBORN,
Tree Warden.
SPRAYING ELMS
John T. Osborn
. $ 45.00
John T. Osborn, Truck 132.00
Perley Keene 60.00
Charles Bruce 60.00
Wilbur Hatch 12.00
Cellar Print 2.65
Sherwin Williams Co (36.00
Rockland Trans. Co 2.10
Fitz-Henry Guptill Co 19.50
Joseph's Garage 23.79
$423.04
Appropriation 425.00
Balance $ WHS
JOHN T. OSBORN,
Tree Warden.
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MOTK SUPERINTENDENT
Special Appropriation for Sprayer
Appropriation $950.00
Fitz-Henry Guptill Co 950.00
JOHN T. OSBORN,
Moth Superintendent.
MOTH DEPARTMENT
Gypsy Moth, Stock and Private
John T. Osborn $262.68
John T. Osborn, Truck 401.00
Harry Henderson 52.00
Curtis Power 9.00
Perley Keene 194.50
Charles Bruce 114.50
Charles Williamson 36.00
Wilbur Hatch 62.00
Acme Rubber Co 90.45
Fitz-Henry Guptill Co 10.00
Samuel Cabot Co 5.60
Sherwin Williams Co 391.59
Joseph's Garage • • • 26.94
$1,656.26
Appropriation 1,665.73
Balance $ 9.47
Refund from State 37.35
JOHN T. OSBORN,
Moth Superintendent.
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FIRE DEPARTMENT
Charles A. Bruce, janitor services $ 174.96
Fire Dept. Payrolls, Co. No. 1 and No. 2 447.50
Hall's Garage, janitor services, labor, gas, oil,
tires 284.83
Sparrellfs Garage, gas, oil, chains, battery . . . 86.04
John S. Fitts, coal 39.75
Ramsay Oil Co., oil 42.75
George Beach, material and fittings 21.09
Charles Pike, insurance 34.61
Herbert A. Lincoln, insurance 27. 55
Breezy Bend Farm, supplies, July 4th 10.69
I. R. Henderson, supplies, July 4th; gas, oil. . 37.22
Howe & French, paint 5.35
Rome Bros., glass 1.95
P. H. Osborn, wood 6.00
Norwell Motor Sales, gas, oil, switch grease. . 7.80
Howard A. Delano, labor and material on
doors 12.20
Whitman Soule, painting doors and glass. . . . 5.00
L. A. Lincoln, gas 3.06
Gorham Fire Equip. Co., refill for foam and
badge 11.5:)
Brockton Edison Co 25.35
New England Tel. & Tel. Co 107.02
$1,392.27
Appropriation 1,400.00
Balance $
JOHN T. OSBORN. Chief.
FREDERICK H. HALL, D. Chief.
JOHN T. OSBORN,
LYONAL D. FORKEY,
JAMES A. LIDDELL,
Engineers.
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FIRE DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT
Alan Painten, flood lights $ 225.50
Gorham Fire Equip. Co., batteries 10.40
Gorham Fire Equip. Co., Siamese and light . . . 34.00
Gorham Fire Equip. Co., smoke resp., soda,
helmet and ext 37.71
Gorham Fire Equip. Co., hose, foamite ext.,
life pres., mittens 209.93
Hall's Garage, truck and tank 140.00
Arthur Blanchard Co., suction hose, rope and
chains 87.02
George Beach, labor and material on truck. . . 45.39
Rockland Welding Co., cutting tank 2.50
Rome Bros., axes, saws, wedges on Fire
Hazard Project 44.51
Industrial Lock Nut Co., reducer 1.00
John S. Fitts, coal 13.85
Ramsay Oil Co., oil 8.80
Maxim Motor Co., labor on Maxim and fittings 25.74
Auto Refinishing Co., painting Maxim 135.00
Welch Co., lumber and hardware 18.47
Josselyn's Market, bulbs 1.57
Norwell Motor Sales, repairing pump 1.25
Joseph's Garage, services and car 10.00
J. Wesley Hall, labor and material on trucks 36.75
$1,089.39
Appropriation 1,100.00
Balance $ 10.61
JOHN T. OSBORN, Chief.
FREDERICK H. HALL, D. Chief.
JOHN T. OSBORN,
LYONAL D. FORKEY,
JAMES A. LIDDELL,
EDWARD B. HASKINS,
Engineers.
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REPORT OF FOREST FIRE WARDEN
The following is a list of the Deputy Forest Wardens
for 1939
:
Combination No. 1 Combination No. 2
Perry H. Osborn, Tel. 127 F. H, Hall, Tel. 12-W-4
I. R. Henderson, Tel. 182 L. D. Forkey. Tel. 12-W-l
Ralph H. Coleman, Tel. 75-W-4 F. Hines.
Permits may be obtained from F. H. Hall or I. R.
Henderson. It is necessary to have a permit for all fires.
JOHN T. OSBORN,
Forest Fire Warden.
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HIGHWAY SURVEYOR
REPORT FOR 1938
INCIDENTAL ACCOUNT
Perry H. Osborn $ 23.85
John H. Sparrell. 139.82
Clark Wilcox Co 427.50
W. C. Soule 149.43
Norwell Motor Sales 117.48
Phillip Bates & Co 101.60
M. F. Ellis Co 12.90
W. E. Killian 12.50
Herbert E. Joseph 88.05
Dyar Sales 112.45
Robert MacDonald 16.90
Freeman's Motor .50
I. A. Lincoln 2.75
International Harvester Co 1.75
Traffic Equipment Co 48.00
Helen Brown 5.20
Stanley Briggs 7.80
N. Y., N. H. & Hartford R. R .99
George Beach 8.34
New England Metal Culvert Co 30.75
$1,308.56
SUMMARY OF STREETS
Barstow f 4.00
Bridge 20.50
Bowker 162.03
Cedar 5.50
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Central 525.29
Circuit 317/.;">
Common Ave 232.99
Common 177.50
Cross 1,284.73
Dover 170.83
Forest 207.25
Forest Ave 7.25
Greene 291.42
Grove 1,419.93
High 130.75
Oak 14.50
Jacobs Ave 29.00
Lincoln 1,297.38
Main 3,654.65
Mill Lane 4 -50
,Mt. Blue 818.05
ML Hope 34/75
Neal Gate 14 -00
Norwell Ave 356.84
Parker 30 -00
Pine i'214 '66
Pleasant ^ 10f
Prospect
JJJ-JJ
Pond
-q • 189.79
River?: A, 798.96School ^
Stetson '
776 45
^7mer ::::: iWi™*ny
;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 299.35
*v est 0 0
(.) 1
7
Winter
General drainage on above streets
1M~-|
Incidental account
$21,602.93
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Appropriations
:
Town $ 8,800.00
Town and State 12,925.00
$21,725.00
Expenditures 21,602.93
Balance $ 122.07
HIGHWAY PAYROLL AND EXPENDITURES
Perry H. Osborn. $ 899.41
Incidentals 23.85
Man and truck 1,197.75
2 men and 2 trucks 2,740.50
Man and tractor 30.00
Cement mixer : 82.00
Arthur Jackman 541.25
Charles Baldwin 8.00
Walter Braga 443.75
William Beach 406.00
Edward Winslow 443.50
Vincent Lincoln 133.00
Neil Dwyer 532.75
Norman Wiggin 391.00
Robert Mesheau 133.25
Louis Whiting 214.25
Howard Jackson 307.75
Perley Keene 336.50
' Stephen A. Mott 314.75
Lyman Lincoln, Jr 206.50
Charles Williams and truck '. 372.75
Lyman Lincoln and truck 997.50
Frederick H. Hall and truck 990.00
Wesley Osborne and truck 455.25
Lawrence Winslow 90.25
D. Frederico 20.00
Charles E. Davis 141.25
John H. Sparrell 139.82
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Clark Wilcox Co 427.50
W. C. Soule 149.43
Norwell Motor Sales 117.48
Phillip Bates & Co 101.60
M. F. Ellis Co f . . . 12.90
W. E. Kellian 12.50
George Beach 8.34
Herbert E. Joseph 88.05
Dyar Sales 112.45
The Barrett Co 5,861.96
Robert MacDonald 16.90
Freeman Motors .50
I. A. Lincoln .* 2.75
International Harvester Co 1.75
Traffic Equipment Co 48.00
Helen Brown 5.20
Boston Sand & Gravel Co 149.80
Bessie Keene 550.60
Edward Tindale 3.40
Charles Giorgetti 3.00
New England Metal Culvert Co 498.99
Old Colony Asphalt Co 17.59
South Eastern Construction Co 88.9.)
Stanley Briggs 7.80
New England Concrete Pipe Co 78.30
John S. Fitts 3.25
N. Y, N. H. & Hartford R. R .99
State Prison , 79.94
State Prison Colony 3.55
Standard Oil Co 179.49
P. Lanzalloti 24 -00
Old Colony Crushed Stone 35*^35
$21,602.93
Appropriation 21,725.00
Balance $ 122.07
PERRY H. OSBORN,
Highway Surveyor.
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SNOW
Supervision
Material
Trucks
Labor
REPORT FOR 1938
$ 149.32
403.56
1.590.50
324.50
$2,467.88
Appropriation $2,750.00
Expenditures 2,467.88
Balance $ 282.12
PERRY H. OSBORN,
Highway Surveyor.
MAIN STREET (Chapter 500)
Supervision $ 16.87
Material 1,300.95
Trucks 211.50
Roller 60.00
Labor 160.60
$1,749.92
Appropriation $1,750.00
Expenditures 1,749.92
Balance $ .08
PERRY H. OSBORN,
Highway Surveyor.
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WASHINGTON ST. CEMETERY, 1938
Cemetery Permanent Fund
Bank Balance, January 1, 1938 $1,216. 70
Interest added, 1938 30.59
Sale of lots, 1938 147.50
Permanent Fund, December 31, 1938 $1,394.79
1938 Appropriation $ 125.00
W. C. Bowker, labor $28.00
Hiram Williams, labor 16.00
Wm. D. Jacobs, labor 18.00
Perry Osborn, labor 9.00
Queen Ann Nurseries, trees 50.00
W. W. Farrar, fertilizer 2.00
Sharpening Law Mower 1.50
$ 124.50
Unexpended Balance $ .50
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EIGHTY-NINTH ANNUAL REPORT
CASH STATEMENT
Year Ended December 31, 1938
Cash on Hand, January 1, 1938, as Re-
ported by the Treasurer $19,000.50
Plus Receipts:
Taxes—Current Year:
Property $43,654.21
Poll 1,012.00
Personal 6,328.18
50,994.31)
Taxei—Previous Years:
Property 26,847.34
Poll 4.00
Personal 1,368.27
28,219.61
Motor Vehicle Excise Taxes 5,317.71
Redemption of Tax Titles 2,178.54
From the Commonwealth, General:
Income Tax 7,380.35
Corporation Tax 284.87
Gas*, Electric and Water Companies 1,396.64
Contagious Diseases
_ 30.00
Veterans' Exemptions 10.48
Inspection of Animals 23.75
Director of Standards 6.00
State Aid 120.00
Federal Emergency Relief 16.87
Sealer of Weights and Measures... 10.35
Moth ' 37.35
9,316.60
From the Commonwealth, for School
Purposes
:
Dog Tax, Refunded by County 748.82
Massachusetts School Fund 5,607.65
Superintendent, State 655.95
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Department of Education 1,250.00
School Aid, Industrial—State 19.80
For Welfare and Old Age Assistance:
Old Age Assistance 5,508.49
U. S. Grant, Old Age Assistance ... 10,354.50
U. S. Grant, Old Age Assistance
Administration 345.11
U. S. Grant, Aid to Dependent
Children 336.00
Highways
:
State 5,592.48
Chapter 500 1,750.00
Other Receipts:
Collector of Taxes, Costs 234.00
Moth 463.50
Sealer of Weights and Measures ... 18.63
Town Hall Rentals 226.00
Income, Sawyer Lot Fund 8.01
Dog Licenses Collected 358.60
Withdrawals, Trust Funds 371.14
Departmental Refund?, 1938 298.85
High School Rentals 34.00
High School Light Refunds 30.00
'Cemetery Perpetual Care Funds .... 200.00
Sale of Cemetery Lots 147.50
Sale of Fish Rights 3.00
Interest
:
On Tax Titles $ 246.38
From Collector on Taxes
Overdue 1,480.29
Fines and Licenses:
Wine and Beer Licenses $275.00
Victualler Licenses 14.00
Sunday Licenses 38.00
Miscellaneous Licenses 17.50
Sale of Gas Licenses 30.00
Sale of Firearms Licenses 1.00
Pistol Permits 8.50
1,726.67
8,282.22
16,544.10
7,342.48
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Used Car Licenses 25.00
Auctioneer Licenses 2.00
Fines—Second District
Court 11.30
Fines:—Brockton Superior
Court 14.00
436.30
4,556.20
From Loans in Anticipation
of Revenue 80,000.00
$231,752.47
EXPENDITURES
As Classified in System of the State Division of Accounts
General Government $8,879.49
Fire Department 2,481.66
Sealer of Weights and Measures 149.94
Moth 1,660.26
Tree Warden 997.87
Mowing Bushes 492.77
Squares and Triangles 139.00
Tent Caterpillar (including
New Sprayer—$950.00) 1,099.54
Spraying Elms 423.04
Gaffield Park 50.00
Board of Health 699.65
County Hospital 980.45
School and District Nurse 1,400.00
School and District Nurse,
Transportation 300.00
Dental Clinic 700.00
Inspector of Animals 47.50
School Physician 150.00
Snow Removal 2,318.56
Highways, State and Town Funds 23,344.45
Street Lighting and Signs 737.0-3
Public Welfare 6,707.05
Old Age Assistance, Town,
State and U. S 21,123.60
Aid to Dependent Children, Town
and U. S 1,148.00
State Aid 120.00
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Soldiers' Benefits 571.42
Vocational Training 335.49
Schools, Town and State Funds 36,603.80
Libraries, Two 400.00
New School Building, 1938 98.00
WPA Expense and Delivery of Materials 401.66
Memorial Day 246.26
Care of Veterans' Graves 86.50
Armistice Day 111.00
Town Forest 50.00
Insurance 670.08
County Aid to Agriculture 100.00
Mosquito Control 450.00
Washington Street Cemetery 124.50
Interest 2,658.71
Revenue Loans Paid Off 70,000.00
Old School (Building (In Part) 2,000.00
New School Building (In Part) 5,000.00
Charity Funds '. 90.00
Cemetery Funds 289.14
State Tax 6,078.16
County Tax 4,069.70
Dog Licenses to County 358.60
WPA—School Grading 1,495.94
Refunds
:
Motor Vehicle Excise
Taxes—1938 $168.02
Taxes—1938 213.33
381.35
Paid Collector for Costs 191.60
Transfers to Trust Funds 347.50
209,359.27
Cash on Hand, December 31, 1938, as
Reported by the Treasurer 22,393,20
$231,752.47
Respectfully submitted,
KENNETH A. TORREY,
Town Accountant.
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COLLECTOR OF TAXES
1934 TAXES
MOTOR EXCISE
Outstanding December 31, 1937 $ 15.14
Paid Treasurer $ 5.14
Abatements
. . .
.* 10.00
$ 15.14
1935 TAXES
MOTOR EXCISE
Outstanding December 31, 1937 : $ 21.81
Paid Treasurer $ 5.24
Abatements 14.57
Outstanding December 31, 1938 2.00
$ 21.81
1936 TAXES
Outstanding December 31, 1937 $11,202.63
Paid Treasurer $10,496.56
Abatements 706.07
$11,202.63
POLL
Outstanding December 31, 1937 $ 14.00
Paid Treasurer $ 4.00
Abatements 10.00
$ 14.00
MOTOR EXCISE
Outstanding December 31, 1937 $ 139.37
Paid Treasurer $ 69.42
Abatements 25.13
Outstanding December 31, 1938 44.82
— $ 139.37
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1937 TAXES
Outstanding December 31, 1937 $29,902.05
Paid Treasurer $17,880.83
Abatements 342.04
Outstanding December 31, 1938 11,679.18
$29,902.05
MOTOR EXCISE
Outstanding December 31, 1937 $ 390.01
Warrant January 8, 1938 42.60
$ 432.61
Paid Treasurer $ 270.37
Abatements 92.84
Outstanding December 31, 1938 69.40
$ 432.61
1938 TAXES
Commitment as per Warrants $82,228.91
Paid Treasurer $50,284.79
Added to Tax Titles 221.99
Abatements 445.79
Outstanding 31,276.37
$82,228.'.) I
POLL
Commitment as per Warrants $ 1,066.00
Paid Treasurer $ 1,012.00
Abatements 40 -00
Outstanding December 31, 1938 14.00
$ 1,066.00
MOTOR EXCISE
Commitment as per Warrants $ 5,442.2*
Paid Treasurer $ 4,967.54
Abatements 466 -51
$ 5,434.05
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Refunds 167.91
$ 5,266.14
Outstanding December 31, 1938 176.14
$ 5,442.28
Interest Collections $ 1,487.05
Respectfully submitted,
ALFRED H. PROUTY,
Tax Collector.
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NORWELL VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION
INCORPORATED
The Norwell Visiting Nurse Association has carried on
its regular duties of providing for the Well Child Clinic,
the Dental and Pre-School Clinic, a proportionate amount
of the Nurse's salary and expense of transportation. This
money has been raised by a spring and fall rummage
sale, a bridge-whist and fashion show, the regular mem-
bership drive and the sale of Tuberculosis Seals. At this
time the executive board wishes to thank all those who so
generously helped in these activities.
The Well Child Clinic was held each month. It was
voted this year to keep this clinic open during the sum-
mer months and help many children, rather than sending
one child to the Bailey Health Camp at Hanson. This
clinic has been well attended under the direction of Dr.
Edmund Fitzgerald, pediatrist.
You will notice by the nurse's report that a very grati-
fying per cent of defects in children at the pre-school
clinic were corrected before the beginning of school.
The organization already has one group enrolled for
the Blue Cross Hospitalization Insurance, and at the time
of writing, another group has sent in application. A
group in this movement may have no fewer than five
members. Information regarding the Blue Cross may
be had by calling Mrs. Allan Virtue, Norwell.
Miss Fredricka Beinert, Nutritionist from the State
Department of Health, is giving free part time service
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to the Town of Norwell in conjunction with several sur-
rounding towns. She will be very glad to advise anyone
who cares to call her. Miss Roe will make appointments
for this service. We have had excellent reports of
definite help that Miss Beinert has given in several
families. We ask the townspeople to help in observing
the nursing regulations.
Make all calls to Norwell 5-M before 9:00 A. M. if
patient is to be seen before noon, or call before 1:15
P. M. if patient is to be seen that afternoon. The cost
per visit is fifty cents. For assisting at an operation or
delivery the charge is five dollars. Night calls are one
dollar. The fee for the Well Child Clinic is fifty cents.
The Nurse's hours are from 9:00 A. M. to 4:30 P. M.,
Sundays and holidays excepted. Saturday from 9 :00
A. M. to 12:00 noon. The Nurse will answer all calls,
but care may be continued only under the direction of a
physician.
Norwell Visiting Nurse. .. .Miss Catherine A. Roe
Pre-School and School Dentist,Dr. Willis B. Parsons
School Physician Dr. Raymond C. Vinal
The Annual Meeting will be held March 15 at the
Cushing Memorial Hall. Everyone is invited.
We appreciate the public interest and welcome in-
quiries and suggestions.
Mrs. Humphrey Turner, Pres. Mrs Campbell Baini
Mrs. Alan Virtue, Vice-Pres. Mrs. Theodore Dyer.
Respectfully submitted,
LOIS C. TURNER, President.
Executive Board
:
Mr. James Hall, Treas.
Mrs. Ernest Sparrell, Sec.
Mrs. H. D. Atwater.
Mr. James Hernard.
Mrs. John Hall
Mrs. Stanford Luce."
Mrs. Henry Sewell.
Rev. Alfred J. Wilson.
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FINANCIAL REPORT
Financial report for Norwell Visiting Nurse Associa-
tion, Inc., for the year ending December 31, 1938.
Receipts
Dues $ 153.10
Fees 262.75
Refund for Nurse's personal use of car 53.47
Baby Clinic 23.00
Dental Clinic 84.50
Bank Interest 3.93
Town of Norwell for Nurse's Transportation 300.00
Entertainment and Sales 534.2';
Tuberculosis Seal Sale 73.34
Total $1,488.38
Cash on hand January 1, 1938 435.69
$1,924.07
Expenditures
Salary for Nurse $ 390.00
Auto Expense 439.44
Insurance 65.11
Dental Clinic 141.75
Baby Clinic 200.00
Supplies—Postage and Printing 29.10
Medical Office and Telephone < 19.82
Miscellaneous 56.83
Total $1,342.10
Cash on hand January 1, 1939 581.97
$1,924.07
JAMES P. HALL,
Treasurer.
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REPORT OF COUNTY AID TO
AGRICULTURE
This service is available to every community and fam-
ily in each of the towns of the county. It brings to each
of our towns the resources not only of the local organiza-
tion, but of Massachusetts State College, especially of its
state extension service with its corps of specialists in
phases of agriculture and home making.
The Extension Service looks to the towns for assistance
in planning and carrying out the local program. In 1938,
there were 560 men and women in the county giving this
type of help. With their assistance, 5000 Plymouth Coun-
ty homes participated directly in the program, and many
others indirectly. Sixteen hundred boys and girls from 10
to 21 years old enrolled in 4-H clubs, 1300 farms were
definitely influenced by the agricultural extension work,
1094 were enrolled in home demonstration groups, and
many others received help through home and farm visits,
letters, telephone and office calls, and other means.
Farmers and others interested in farm projects have
participated chiefly in the following programs : dairy,
poultry, fruit, market garden, farm management, cran-
berry culture.
Homemakers have participated in various programs in
nutrition, clothing, food preservation, home grounds im-
provement, furniture renovation, kitchen improvement,
child development, and recreation.
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4-H clubs include poultry, dairy, garden, conservation,
handicraft, food, canning, clothing, home furnishing, and
other agricultural or homemaking subjects.
Norwell's agricultural interest has been in the dairy,
poultry, and market garden program. Homemakers par-
ticipated in the recreation meetings. Girls and boys have
been enrolled in the 4-H garden and food projects.
WILLIAM D. JACOBS,
Town Director,
County Aid to Agriculture.
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NORWELL SCHOOL DIRECTORY
School Committee
JOHN M. LIND Tel Norwell 12-J2
BENJAMIN LORLNG, Chairman Tel. Norwell 67-J
MRS. NELLIE SPARRELL, Secretary
Tel. Norwell 76-R
Superintendent of Schools
THOMAS E. RUSH Tel. Hanover 97
Supervisors
MRS. PANSY STETSON, Music
H. RODMAN BOOTH, Art
School Physician
RAYMOND G. VINAL, M.D.
School Nurse
CATHERINE A. ROE, R. N.
School Dentist
WILLIS B. PARSONS, D. M. D.
Janitors
RICHARD WHITING
FRANK LIND
MRS. MARY BRUCE
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SCHOOL COMMITTEE REGULATIONS
Children who become five years of age on March first
may enter school the following September.
No child under seven years of age will be admitted to
school for the first time after October first of any year.
If there appears to be room in the first grade, tests
will be given to children who are too young to enter
school. No child may take this test who will not be five
before the opening of school.
A child entering school for the first time is required to
present to the teacher a birth certificate and vaccination
or exemption from vaccination certificates. Exemption
certificates must be renewed every six months.
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THE SCHOOL CALENDAR
September 7—School opens
October 12—Columbus Day - School closed
28—Teachers' Association meeting
November 11—Armistice Day
" 23, 24, 25—Thanksgiving recess - Wednesday noon
December 23—Christmas Holiday
January 3—School opens
February 17-26—School closed
27—School opens
April 14-23—School closed
24
—School opens
May 29-30—School closed : Memorial Day
Hanson Schools close on Good Friday
Week of June 19—School closes
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DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION
The following is a report of the Department of Phys-
ical Education at the Norwell High School for 1938.
In November, 1937, the Physical Education program
was enlarged to include all grades from one through
eight. The principal objectives were to develop health,
improve body mechanics, and to aid in the social devel-
opment of the child by means of group activities.
While the program is still in need of improvement,
definite achievement is noted.
The program is carried on in the Primary Grade
schools by the teachers at those buildings. They are
doing a very commendable piece of work.
The program for Grades 4, 5 and 6 is carried on at
the High School building. Both boys and girls partici-
pate.
Grades 7 and 8 have bi-weekly classes which include
only boys. During the Fall season, Miss Harris, of the
High School faculty, generously gave of her time for an
after-school program for girls of the Junior and Senior
High School grades.
Last Spring the boys of Grades 7 and 8 gave an exhibi-
tion of their work as part of an assembly program and
at a Parent-Teacher meeting.
The School Committee and the several teachers have
been most helpful in carrying on the program for the
year.
Respectfully submitted,
NORMAN W. SIPPLE
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MUSIC DEPARTMENT
The following is a report of the work in music in the
Norwell public schools during the past year.
The modern viewpoint defines education as a socializa-
tion of the individual. The development of music in our
education is rapid and successful, following this idea of
social activity. Children respond so much more quickly
with the modern method of teaching, and the apprecia-
tion of the better music is much more keen.
The rearranging of the lower grades is giving our little
people a better foundation in the art of singing, giving
more time for expression through rhythm play and lis-
tening to victrola records, which is always looked forward
to with great joy.
In the first three grades, considerable attention is given
to individual singing.
In Grade 3 some time is spent in stepping out the
different rhythms of their songs, also folk dancing is
very popular.
After acquiring good pitch the art of keeping it
throughout a song is a daily task for each teacher.
Children are very fond of music and most of them can
learn to sing, but a rather small percentage are born
with good pitch or nice rhythm, therefore these accom-
plishments require constant drill.
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Grades 4, 5 and 6, as usual, are working on rounds and
part music. Every other week these grades have met in
the High School Assembly Hall to enjoy Music Appre-
ciation and a little folk dancing.
Grades 7 and 8, in conjunction with their songs, have
enjoyed educational records, recognizing rhythms and
form, other records being purely descriptive.
The High School Chorus has had twenty minutes ol
practice each week singing community and college songs,
and a new school song has been adopted.
A pageant, "Uncle Sam's Puzzle," has been chosen for
the annual program.
The Girls' Glee Club have met for a twenty minute
period each week, and at the Thanksgiving Assembly
presented two songs.
What Norwell needs most to make music function
properly is an instrumental department. Throughout
New England school bands and orchestras are considered
a necessary activity. It requires interest on the part of
parents to put this over. It would even make a nice
project for combined organizations in the town to
sponsor.
In closing, I wish to thank the school officials for their
cooperation, and the teachers for their interest and
loyalty to music.
Respectfully submitted,
PANSY B. STETSON,
Supervisor of Music
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ART DEPARTMENT
To the School Committee of the Town of Norwell
:
The following is my report for the work of the Art
Department in the Norwell Schools for 1938.
1. Demonstration lessons taught and supervision of
art instruction at the following schools:
a. Center Primary—1 :45 P.M. to 2:45 P.M.
b. Mondays, Ridge Hill—1 :45 P.M. to 2 :45 P.M.
c. Thursdays, High School Building—Mondays
and Thursdays of each week in the school year.
2. Pupils' work has been exhibited at the following
places
:
a. February meeting of the Association of Par-
ents and Teachers.
b. Marshfield Fair, August, 1938.
c. At special exercises throughout the school
year.
3. The giving of visual and graphic aid to the various
school departments and organizations have been carried
on as in previous years. We have again welcomed the
opportunity to be of service to various town organiza-
tions.
I thank our teachers for their unceasing effort to bring
joy through beauty to the lives of our boys and girls.
Respectfully submitted,
H. RODMAN BOOTH
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SCHOOL PHYSICIAN
Superintendent of Schools,
Norwell, Massachusetts
:
I hereby submit my report as School Physician for the
year 1938.
Routine individual physical examinations reveal the
general state of health of all students as excellent. There
are only a few problems requiring special attention, and
these have been undertaken. The respective work of all
departments, including the School Dentist, Nurse, and
Dietitian, reveal encouraging progress, especially in
problem families.
The fact most worthy of note is not only the improve-
ment of control of contagious diseases, but the unusual
lack of any reportable disease in any of the schools this
fall term. This is in spite of the marked activity of
Scarlet Fever and Mumps last year and also the prevail-
ing epidemics in less fortunate neighboring towns.
Physical Education has assumed a definite niche in
the program of the High School since last year, and
athletic participants have been carefully examined.
A beginning in Health Education has been made with
several more talks and further plans for the future.
The sanitation of the buildings is definitely improve 1
in several instances, particularly in the two older and
more crowded schoolhouses.
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The policy will be to continue the plan of "Preventive
Medicine," by educating the students in health measures
and in early identification and isolation of potential dis-
ease carriers.
I wish to thank all those concerned with the work of
improving the general health of the schools, and to ex-
press hopes for continued progressive records.
Yours truly,
RAYMOND G. VINAL, M. D.
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SCHOOL DENTIST
Superintendent of Schools,
Norwell, Massachusetts
:
Dear Sir:
—
The following is a report of the work done in the dental
clinic, to January 1, 1939.
Fillings in temporary teeth
. 237
Fillings in permanent teeth 265
Temporary teeth extracted
. . 71
Permanent teeth extracted 3
Teeth treated 58
Cleansings 11G
Completed cases 128
That we are saving permanent teeth, particularly the
six-year molars, is evidenced by the above report, show-
ing the extraction of only three permanent teeth.
Pre-school clinic was held as usual after the close in
June. This aids us to reach up into the higher grades the
following school year.
Respectfully submitted,
W. B. PARSONS, D. M. D.,
School DentisL
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SCHOOL NURSE
Number of visits to schools, including visits made
with school physician and dentist 332
Number of inspections (teeth, skin, throat, scalp
and hair) . . : 91
Number of children excluded from school during the
year
:
Children excluded on account of mumps 3
Children excluded on account of pink eye 16
Children excluded on account of pediculosis ... 4
Children excluded on account of impetigo .... 3
Number of children taken home from school 47
Number of children with physical defects 05
Number of children having defects corrected 39
PRE-SCHOOL CLINIC
Number of children examined by clinic 25
Number of children having physical defects 29
Number of children having defects corrected 10
Respectfully submitted,
CATHERINE A. ROE.
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ENROLLMENT
Grade Center Primary Ridge Hill Total
1 24 21 35
2 20 14 34
3
4 34
o 36
6 36
7 32
8 33
9 31
10 18
11 24
12 25
P. G. 2
10 13 23
54 48 92
271
92
363 Total number of pupils in town
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HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPAL
To the Superintendent of Schools
:
I herewith submit my first report as principal of
Norwell High School:
SCHOLARSHIP
Information concerning the pupil's scholastic achieve-
ment during the undergraduate years is obtained by
marking period examinations. Such tests make the
student definitely aware that he is expected to grasp as
a whole a certain amount of work. These examinations
serve to make the student more responsible and serious
about his accomplishments from day to day, as well as
more serious about the importance of being able to meas-
ure up to a standard of achievement at a given time.
At the end of the year comprehensive tests surveying
the entire year's work will be given in such academic
subjects as English, Science, History and Languages.
' That Norwell High School is providing a training of
high quality is evidenced by the creditable success of
graduates who have entered college, preparatory school,
and other institutions. Graduates of the class of 1938
are continuing their education in the following institu-
tions :
Wilbraham Academy
Hebron Academy
Bryant & Stratton Commercial School
Randall Military Academy
Higgins Machine School
Wentworth Institute Night School
Tufts College
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Though increasing numbers of graduates are availing
themselves of further education, Norwell High is not
essentially a college preparatory school. The fundamen-
tal dedication of the modern high school is preparation
of the majority for useful citizenship, intelligent re-
action and adaptation to the varying conditions of
modern society.
SCHOOL ACTIVITIES
Events
In addition to the usual school affairs of the year, a
fine program was provided for the Parent-Teachers'
Association on March 14. The program consisted of
French songs by the French Club; exhibition of model
planes by boys of the Aviation Club; Cantata, "Hia-
watha," by the High School Girls' Glee Club; Fashion
Show by sewing classes; and a Junior High Gymnasium
Exhibition.
The Interclass Play Contest, held April 14, was won by
the Seniors with the play "The Command Performance."
Second honors went to the Sophomores, who presented
"The Pampered Darling." Coached by Mr. Allen of the
English department, the Tri-Town play cast, by the pres-
entation of the one act drama, "Jon," won the coveted
trophy. The cup is provided by the High Schools of
Marshfield, Scituate and Norwell. This is the first time
' that Norwell has been favored with the honor of winning
since the inception of the Tri-Town organization, four
years ago.
Making use of the newly acquired sound projector, the
Junior class, on October 14, provided an evening of
motion pictures, featuring "Jane Eyre."
Socials
The usual class victrola parties were held periodically.
The Senior and Junior dances were conducted on June 21
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and March 18, respectively. Novel and appropriate deco-
rations were provided for the occasions.
Assemblies
Assembly programs have been planned with three ob-
jectives in mind: Pupil participation, outside educational
offerings, and information concerning occupations.
These priciples are being carried out by (1) student par-
ticipation in and planning of programs through sports
assemblies, holiday programs, and club presentations;
(2) lecturers, musical programs and demonstrations;
(3) motion pictures and speakers representing some oc-
cupation.
Student Council
The Student Council, consisting of representatives
from each class, meeting with the Principal as advisor,
has capably and creditably carried on the work of pre-
senting and discussing student problems. Being of a
progressive spirit and composed of class leaders, the
Student Council has periodically proposed programs of
definite value to the school. In addition to providing for
the school paper and monitor system, outstanding fea-
tures proposed for the year are:
1. The publication of a handbook containing infor-
tion concerning school life and affairs.
2. Joining the National Honor Society to promote
scholarship.
3. The edition of a motion picture of school events
of the year for permanent record.
4. Establishment of an organized cheering squad.
These have been set in motion and will come to success-
ful fruition during the school year.
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Athletics
In spite of the moderate success in athletics, there is an
enthusiasm and willingness among players and students
that is highly commendable.
The season's records were:
Won Lost Tied
Basketball, Boys , 5 12 0
1 13 1
Baseball 3 6 0
Soccer, 7, 8, 9 1 2 0
A popular innovation in boys' Fall sports was Soccer
for Grades 7, 8 and 9. In three games the boys won one
and lost two.
A new game to the girls was Badminton. Playing in
a match for the first time, the girls won at Thayer Acad-
emy in Braintree, Mass.
The advent of football will usher in a new era of Fall
sports at Norwell High.
The harbinger of this year's basketball season was the
largely attended demonstration game held in our gymna-
sium on December 9. Though there are no regulars from
last season's basketball team, the varsity has some prom-
ising new timber that, coupled with team work, should
produce our share of victories.
Participation in athletics should be broadened to all
students, big fellows and little fellows. We should em-
phasize and give further encouragement to that type of
activity which could still be carried on in later life, alone
or in groups. There is increasingly more leisure time,
and the individual needs healthful recreation and phys-
ical exercise beyond the high school. In keeping with
these principles we have introduced badminton, volley
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ball, and eventually will have table tennis. There should
be provided such activities as tennis and winter sports,
particularly skiing. Oftentimes the early creation and
fostering of an interest in this type of exercise develops
into a lifelong hobby.
CURRICULUM ENRICHMENT
Through the generosity of the Parent-Teachers' Asso-
ciation the school is equipped with a sound projector, and
the student body is highly appreciative of this fine gift.
A complete schedule of educational films is being shown
to the various classes. Pictures of unusual importance
and within the scope of the entire school are shown in
assembly.
Visual education material, pamphlets, circulars, pic-
tures, etc., are made available to all classes through a
catalogued index of free material from nearly every sec-
tion of the world.
Recognizing that the pupil attends cinemas and plays,
reads periodicals and newspapers, and listens to the radio
and musical programs, there should be a definite provi-
sion for appreciation of these types of leisure recreation.
What the individual reads and hears in no small measure
molds his outlook on the institutions involved. There
should be guidance in the appreciation of the finer type
of modern cultural program through a school course.
Students preparing for education beyond the high
school need guidance in and access to information con-
cerning the offerings of the institutions of higher learn-
ing. Also, they should be informed as to the nature of
the various professions. Pupils who do not plan to go
beyond the high school should have knowledge of the
occupational groups that are generally open to them. A
course in occupations and professions would to some
degree alleviate the blind groping for direction after
graduation.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Contained in some of the previous sections are sugges-
tions with explanations. These pertain to the depart-
ment involved in the report. However, there are two
phrases of a well rounded school for which there are no
provisions. These, a school band and manual arts course,
are paramount to maintaining an integrated school that
recognizes expression in the "Universal Language"
through instruments, and makes allowances for those who
have been endowed with more manual capacity than
intellectual.
"In these miraculous times of reproduction, of 'talkies,'
and of 'radio,' 'Know Thy Music' has become a necessity
for the more abundant life, that now is." An even greater
contribution to the appreciation of music and the "abun-
dant life" is provision for expression through a band or
orchestra, or both. A band and orchestra are eminently
needed in Norwell to:
(a) Provide the instrumental instruction to pupils
that is not available in the town.
(b) To integrate and round out our school activi-
ties.
(c) To develop the cultural as well as the academic
in youth.
(d) To enhance assembly and public performances.
These are but a few of the advantages accruing from
such organizations. We anxiously look forward to these
for our school in the future.
Obviously there are those who inherit more manual
than intellectual adeptness. The school curriculum, in a
general way, provides for such pupils through a general
course and electives. More adequate attention could be
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given in a manual arts course. A small high school with
such a department would not turn out craftsmen or
tradesmen. It could, on the other hand, give a training
in the knowledge and use of the fundamental tools. Such
a manual arts course is highly desirable. It would develop
the manual skill of those who are now denied this train-
ing.
In closing this report may I state that to be consistent,
a modern building should have a modern program in har-
mony with capacities and interests of the community.
May I express appreciation to the faculty for their fine
cooperation and the School Board for their help.
I wish to thank you, the superintendent, for your co-
operation and kind assistance during the year.
Respectfully submitted,
GORDON 0. THAYER,
Principal.
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SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENT
To the School Committee of the Town of Norwell
:
This is my final report to you as Superintendent of the
Schools of Norwell. There is considerable temptation, in
a final report, to look back and point with pride to the
accomplishments of the past several years. I prefer,
however, to look ahead and to try to foresee what the
future will bring. Looking ahead is particularly pleasing
when I know that I will not be here to explain why my
predictions are wrong. These predictions are based on
considerable critical analysis of the situation in Norwell
and will, I believe, deserve careful scrutiny.
In the first place, Norwell is a growing community.
The past year has seen many new families move into
town. It has also seen many new houses built for family
dwellings. This increase in population is probably the
beginning of an upward trend which will last for quite a
few years.
In the second place, the type of education offered in the
High School must be supplemented and changed in the
not far distant future. The need for hand training is
more and more pressing. Pupils in Norwell who are not
going to college need the type of work which can be given
here.
The program of physical education needs to be in-
creased considerably. All children in the High School
should have at least two periods per week of directed
activity in the gymnasium. It is only through adequate
training that we can insure healthy children in the com-
munity.
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The revision of the program of education at the High
School must include provision for the teaching of instru-
mental music, for a school orchestra, for a school band,
and for classes in music appreciation for those who
cannot learn to perform, but can learn to enjoy the per-
formance of others.
The pupils who are in the junior and senior years take
no mathematics, unless by their own election. These are
nearly ready to leave school. It is desirable for them to
take a course in mathematics before graduation so that
this necessary tool will be readily usable.
The team games of basketball, baseball, soccer, field
hockey, and possibly football should be part of the pro-
gram of competitive athletics for the High School
students. These games, however, are valueless after
leaving school. They should be supplemented by a thor-
ough grounding in games such as tennis, handball, golf,
archery, and the like, which can be carried on through
adulthood with lasting value to the individual.
The third problem is not peculiar to Norwell, but is
common to nearly every community. This problem is
that of adequate financial support for education. The
need for more funds becomes more pressing as the en-
rollment increases. It becomes yearly more evident with
the passing of good teachers to other school systems
because of increases in pay to be received there: These
changes have been most common in the primary grades,
where continuity in the teaching force is of unusual im-
portance. Teachers who have outstanding ability to
teach little children should be paid as much, if not more,
money than teachers who have positions in the high
school grades. If the same salary were paid to teachers
of the same amount of training, irrespective of the grade
or subject taught, a more stable teaching force would
result.
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The need for books and equipment is always a pressing
one. The schools of Norwell have been equipped as well
as most schools in similar towns, but the need still exists
for textbooks and equipment which are not and never
have been in the schools. The following list has been
prepared as a sample of material which should be sup-
plied, which many schools have, and yet which has never
been supplied in Norwell because of lack of funds.
Center Primary School and Ridge Hill School
:
A text on safety.
Pictures for art appreciation lessons.
Music appreciation records.
A radio with phonograph attachment.
An adequate room library.
Grades 2 and 3
:
Texts on safety.
Pictures for art appreciation lessons.
Music appreciation records.
Radio with electric phonograph attachment.
Equipment for the building as a whole:
A Baloptican or other similar projector.
A portable typewriter with Primer size type.
A screen for projected pictures.
Science equipment for the simple experiments in the
science course.
High and Grammar School
:
Texts on safety in Grades 4-8.
Text on automobile driving in Grades 9-12.
Baloptican, or similar projector.
Floor plugs in each classroom.
Light proof shades in at least three classrooms.
Adequate room libraries.
Adequate library in the study hall.
Maps for history classes.
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Pictures for art appreciation lessons.
Science equipment for the simple experiments in
Grades 4-6.
Textbook on science in Grade 6.
Projecting microscope.
Science equipment for the High School too numerous
to list.
Equipment for the team sports of field hockey, football.
Reference material in every field.
Current magazines available in each classroom.
Current newspapers available in each classroom.
The above list does not include anything which is not
already a part of the standard equipment of all largo
schools. If Norwell is to approximate the education given
in these places, the teachers must not be handicapped by
the lack of equipment which is needed in the classroom.
This can be provided only when more funds are available.
CLERICAL ASSISTANCE FOR THE
SUPERINTENDENT
The union in which Norwell is placed is the only school
system in the State with the number of pupils and
teachers which there are here, in which the superin-
tendent is not provided with a full time clerk.
Purchase records, supply inventories, textbook inven-
tories, and the like, are very inadequately kept because
of the pressure of more important duties in the schools.
Correspondence is very large. There is an average of
ten letters a day which must be answered. This again
means time spent which should be devoted to supervision
of the teacher at work.
If Norwell wishes to have its school business handled
in a businesslike manner, it must take steps to insure the
presence of the staff which any business office considers
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necessary. I know of no business which spends a total
of $135,000.00, which has a staff of 72 employees, which
has a plant valued at above $500,000.00 and which has
equipment valued at about $50,000.00 which does not pro-
vide at least one clerk for the manager. The Superin-
tendent of Schools occupies this same position, and the
need for clerical assistance to him is equally as great.
The children in Norwell are the victims of an anti-
quated system of taxation which places too much of the
burden of the support of public education on the real
estate. There is a crying need for the shifting of part of
this burden so that it will be more evenly distributed and
will not fall on the shoulders of the few landowners.
This has already been done in many states, but Massa-
chusetts has been hesitant in changing from her tradi-
tional procedure. Until this is done, it is probable that
no more money will be available for the support of schools
in Norwell than has been available in the past. The citi-
zens have been liberal to the extent of their ability. No
one can expect them to do more.
A SUMMARY OF THE FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS
OF THE SUPERINTENDENT
1. That a revision of the course of study in the High
School be made gradually so that it will be possible to
:
(a) Teach hand work to boys.
(b) Have an adequate program of physical educa-
tion.
(c) Provide for more courses in music.
(d) Teach mathematics to students who are about
to leave school.
(e) Teach more games which can be played by two
persons.
2. That an overhauling of the basis for the support
of public education is necessary so that funds will be
available for:
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(a) Paying adequate salaries to all teachers.
(b) Paying teachers in the elementary and sec-
ondary schools on the same scale.
(c) Purchasing needed books and equipment.
(d) Providing clerical assistance to the superin-
tendent.
My six and one half years of service in Norwell have
been very pleasant ones. The School Committee has been
very fine in its attitude toward the problems of the schools
and toward its employees. The parents and teachers and
pupils have cooperated for the best interests of all. It is
with considerable personal regret that I give up the con-
nections which have come to mean so much to me as your
Superintendent of Schools.
Respectfully submitted,
WILLARD B. SPALDING,
Superintendent of Schools
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SCHOOL COMMITTEE REPORT
To the Taxpayers of Norwell
:
The calendar year 1938 witnessed many important
events in the school life of Norwell. First of all, we spent
our first full year in the new building, submitting it to
every test, of usability. It is a source of satisfaction to
report that, despite its size, it is not an expensive building
to operate. The total cost of heating and lighting for all
purposes for the year was a little under $1700. The addi-
tion of storage space for supplies beneath the administra-
tive offices has increased its efficiency to a marked de-
gree.
One economy practiced at the time the building was
built seems now to have been false. Gutters were omit-
ted in its construction, which at the time seemed feasible.
This past summer, during a very heavy rainfall, the
water shed by the back roof flooded the boiler room, to a
depth sufficient to damage the equipment. The services
of several men with the pumper from the Fire Depart-
ment was necessary to keep the water under control.
This year does not seem to be the time to spend the
amount necessary to correct this omission, but it must be
borne in mind for the near future.
All who pass the High School must be conscious of the
great improvement made in the appearance of the build-
ing by the work done under the W. P. A. project. A
thorough renovation of the grounds was undertaken by
filling in the house and barn cellars, building of a parking
space, construction of lawns front of the school building
and placing of field stones as a curbing along the drive-
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ways. This has provided a splendid setting for the
building, which has been further enhanced by the plant-
ing of shrubs.
The building has been used regularly by the Boy
Scouts, Parent-Teachers' Association, Boys' Club, and
Badminton Club, beside its use on one occasion by the
Fire Department to entertain the Plymouth County Fire
Wardens and the American Legion upon the occasion of
the Armistice Day Ball. This is as it should be. Mem-
bers of all these organizations who are paying for its
construction, should have access to it either as a gymna-
sium or a meeting place for gatherings either too large
or of a character such as may not be accommodated in
Cushing Memorial Town Hall. The Committee feel such
use of the building has resulted in a better community
spirit.
Many members of the other organizations worked with
the Parent-Teacher group last Spring to put across the
"Sample Fair," from the proceeds of which a 16 m.m.
moving picture machine was purchased for the school.
With the acquisition of this machine a series of pic-
tures adapted to the age and need of the pupils has been
arranged for each class in the building, covering all
phases of life and industry.
There is a definite need for an orchestra in the High
School, to enrich the program of entertainments. Lessons
should be given by the school, in return for which the
pupils would give their services in an orchestra.
Norwell High School wishes to launch a football team
in the Fall. Ours is the only High School in the vicinity
without such a team. The Committee have a ruling
which reads "The Norwell High School may sponsor a
football team, when and if sufficient funds are available
for proper equipment." A committee has been appointed
to judge the equipment, and the team will not be allowed
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to play until it is equipped in such a manner as to mini-
mize danger of injury. It is hoped the townspeople will
lend all possible financial and moral support to the
project.
In June Mr. Daggett, principal of the High School, left
us, and the vacancy was filled by Gordon Thayer, who
seems to have the situation well in hand. Mr. Daggett's
many friends will be interested to know he is now em-
ployed by the U. S. Government as instructor in the
Civilian Conservation Corps.
In December the joint Committee of the Superinten-
dency Union of Hanson, Hanover and Norwell received
the resignation of Superintendent Spalding, who had
accepted the Assistant Superintendency in Belmont.
Mr. Spalding leaves us after six years of service, and
carries with him the best wishes of the district for suc-
cess in his new position.
Upon his resignation, agitation was immediately
started by certain individuals in Hanover, for that town
to withdraw from the union. Its withdrawal would leave
three courses open for Hanson and Norwell.
1. Each town to hire a superintendent of its own.
2. Hanson and Norwell hire a superintendent jointly,
or
3. Each of the two remaining towns hire a super-
vising principal. The first two courses named were too
expensive and the last course judged a step backward in
our estimation. The Hanover School Committee, realiz-
ing the position in which Hanover's withdrawal would
place the other two towns, and wishing to be fair and
honorable, voted to retain the union as established many
years ago. After interviewing many candidates, the
joint committee elected as the new Superintendent
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Thomas E. Rush of Belmont. Mr. Rush comes to us with
a splendid background for his duties, having had experi-
ence in all grades from the kindergarten up. When he
decided to take up superintendency, he deliberately took
an elementary principalship in Belmont, to get thorough
knowledge of that phase of the work.
The enrollment in the primary schools was so large in
September, particularly in the first grades, as to necessi-
tate the removal of the fourth grade from each building
and the placing of the second and third grades together in
the upper room, leaving the first grade alone with a
teacher in the lower room of each building.
The fourth grades were united and placed in the
manual training room at the High School building, in
charge of Mrs. Ella Osborn. Miss Helen Carleton was
elected as teacher of the second and third grades at Nor-
well Center.
We do not feel alarmed at this increase but think it will
adjust itself without any great anxiety for some years to
come.
As a whole, we feel the progress of the schools has been
very satisfactory. Several departments gave an exhibi-
tion of their work at a regular meeting of the Parent-
Teachers' Association which was enthusiastically re-
ceived. The Art Department exhibited with unusual
success at Marshfield Fair and the Home Economics
Department held two very successful exhibitions of the
practical work accomplished in the clothing classes.
These exhibitions are well worth your while to attend, as
they give to you concrete evidence of the work accom-
plished in your schools.
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With earnest solicitation of your continued interest,
we submit this report.
BENJAMIN LORING, Chairman
JOHN LIND
NELLIE L. SPARRELL, Sec.
FINANCIAL REPORT
January 1, 1938, to January 1, 1939
Expenditures
teachers; SALARIES
Phillbrook Daggett $ 1,400.00
Gordon Thayer 766.64
Leonard Allen 1,233.28
Norman Sipple 1,273.28
Henry Farr 1,366.64
Lois C. Turner 1,500.00
Marion Hurley . 1,450.08
Marion Gowdey 166.64
Martha Harris 724.14
Choris Jenkins 1,116.56
Grace Cole 1,200.00
Florence Pinson 1,200.00.
Ella Osborn 1,200.00
Alice Brown 905.00
Edith Robertson 1,016.56
Alma Ames 870.75
June Sherman 333.28
Helen Carleton 145.81
Marion Merritt 90.00
Annie Richmond 25.00
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Ethel Sproul 25.00
Virginia Kingman 10.00
Gunnar Millbury 120.00
Ruth Lawrence 15.00
: $18,153.G<>
SUPERVISORS AND EXPENSES
Rodman Booth, salary $ 656.60
Travel 60.00
Pansy Stetson, salary 399.84
Travel 35.64
Ann Thayer 15.00
Norman Sipple, travel 8.82
1,175.00
JANITORSHIP
M. A. Bruce, Dist. No. 5 $ 229.00
Richard Whiting, Dist. No. 1 . . 231.64
Frank Lind, High School .... 1,800.00
2,260.-S 1
TRANSPORTATION
Herbert Joseph $ 975.00
John H. Sparrell, two routes . . 2,535.00
Minot F. Williamson 1,092.00
FUEL
Penn Oil Co., High School .... $ 720.73
John S. Fitts, Dists. 1 and 5 ... 469.06
LIGHTS, TELEPHONE, GAS
Edison Co $ 906.83
Brockton Gas Co 98.39
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co 128.46
4,602.00
l,189.7t>
1,133.68
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TEXT BOOKS
Scott Foresman 243.96
American Book Co 88.59
World Letters 19.85
Beckley Cardy Co 99.48
Chas. Scribners Sons 45.92
Noble & Noble 7.96
J. B. Lippincott 2.66
Benjamin Sanborn 2.81
Henry Holt 6.14
Ginn & Co * 217.21
Clarence Dill 1.66
Welles Pub. Co 14.00
Circle Book Co 11.74
Allyn & Bacon 62.08
Gregg Pub. Co 64.20
World Book Co 10.00
Harper Bros 1.82
Lyons & Carnahan 9.30
College Entrance Exams 8.81
Houghton Mifflin 52.99
Boston Music Co 45.20
Bellman Pub. Co. 5.15
Frontier Press 15.50
R. R. Bowker 1.00
Johnson Pub. Co 1.60
John C. Winston 118.40
Macmillan Co 10.76
Doubleday Doran Co 1.80
G. M. Wilson . . . . 2.40
D. Appleton Century 5.33
D. C. Heath Co 52.03
McGaw Hill Book Co 1.60
University of Chicago Press . . 1.67
American Educational Press . . 3.87
Harvard University Press .... 1.21
Educational Test Bureau 18.98
Encyclopedia Brittanica 162.85
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Tr T MfVfiYV Oirild 65 54
Wfltprc; 8j SpViitiHIpt 1 80
9\ilvPT" Tinvdpft 49 25
Q W Pub Co 13 37
T<Pvi«io'n Rr T^lvfVlP 12 74
Rni'PJiii of T-'nblipa'HoTi 2 35
Associated Press .60
VpIp T Ttii vpy**?! fxr T^vpc;^ 18 30
Public School Pub. Co .31
Children's Nature Digest 2.10
3.77
SUPPLIES
Milton "Rradlpv $ 424 86
.T 1- ITamTriptt Co 291.33
Henrv S Wolkins Co 145.79
Olpdhill "Rrrm Co 156.95
Edw E Pabb Co 182.08
99.66
23.32
359 48
A. P. W. Paper Co 75.20
37.60
12.00
E. M. F. Camera Exchange . . . 21.67
$ 1,590.6<>
$ 1,829.91
SUPPLIES AND INCIDENTALS
C. B. Dolge Co $ 383.18
14.43
Mass. Reformatory for Women 30.00
4.00
.75
1.79
10.00
40.00
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Willis Parsons 33.25
Sparrell's Funeral Service .... 8.00
Spalding, Mass 6.58
Robert Macdonald .75
Wright & Potter 8.16
First National Stores 6.56
Thomas Campbell 3.50
Sanderson Brothers 8.43
A. B. Dick Co 6.57
Royal Typewriter Co 54.00
L. C. Smith—Corona * 104.00
Sears Roebuck Co 1.29
Cellar Print 11.74
Commonwealth Mass 34.33
George Jenness 150.50
Josselyn's Market 51.06
Robert Montgomery 27.14
School Service Co 1.01
National Municipal League ... .45
Rome Bros 40.81
Hall & Torrey 73.72
W. G. Ford . . 7.50
N. F. D. Auxiliary 135.00
Reed Lumber Co. 2.10
Welch Co 183.11
Phillips Bates Co 36.38
Grossman's Sons 11.38
W. Scott Osborn 258.00
J. H. Sparrell 19.77
Robert Goosby . . 2.50
Enterprise Dept. Store .59
Union Glass Co 1.60
J. Fred Haskins 1.05
Delay Drug Co 29.49
Fuel Testing Laboratory 19.00
George Beach 74.82
Russell Sproul 4.00
Plymouth Co. Health Asso 1.00
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Raymond Beach 3.00
"Doc" Sproul 6.50
Benjamin Loring 25.85
John Lind 61.20
Carrie Ford 30,75
E. P. Dutton 21.60
Wesley Osborn 80.00
Arthur Turner 27.50
W. C. Soule 26.45
Ideal Motor Sales 7.95
Com. Public Safety 5.00
Ladies' Home Journal .90
Longman Green 2.05
Raymond's 14.94
South Weymouth Laundry .... 30.00
Electrolux 65.50
Bemis Drug Co 1.80
Student Council 5.00
Donald Merritt 3.00
A. Maxwell 136.00
Gorham Fire Equip. Co 7.50
Harold Osborn 92.00
James Eustis 14.00
Bay State Nurseries 7.20
Perry H. Osborn 19.00
I. Austin Lincoln 1.50
Public Affairs Com 2.00
Webster Thomas 6.00
Henry Far 11.09
Ralph Litchfield 2.00
Helen Osborn 50.00
Gordon Thayer 17.50
Nelson Spinney 87.20
Norwell High School 7.96
Rockland Standard 3.33
R. H. White Co 16.28
McKnight & McKnight 3.69
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Nellie L. Sparrell 30.00
Keep Klean Apron Co 7.40
H. J. Dowd Co 1.65
A. S. Peterson 1.25
Fred Burnside 26.30
Norwell Motor Sales 1.50
J. S. Fitts 51.91
A. Culver Co 6.00
Rome Bros 6.10
A. J. Mitchell 59.00
Homestead Farm . . : 150.00
Madeline Paradise 2.00
Alice Swiriduk 1.48
John Wyatt 58.50
$ 3,209.83
SUMMARY EXPENDITURES
Teachers' Salaries $18,153.66
Supt. and Expenses 1,457.70
Supervisors and Expenses .... 1,175.90
Janitorship 2,260.64
Transportation 4,602.00
Fuel 1,189.79
Lights, Gas and Telephone .... 1,133.68
Text Books 1,590.66
Supplies of Instruction 1,829.94
Supplies and Incidentals 3,209.83
$36,603.80
Appropriated by Town 36,605.82
Unexpended Balance $ 2.02
RECEIPTS FROM COMMONWEALTH OF MASS.
Part I, Chapter 70 $ 2,585.00
Part II, Chapter 70 5,607.65
High School Grant 1,250.00
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Aid of Supt. Union 655.95
Tuition of State Wards 235.76
10,334.30
Net cost of schools to Town . $26,269.44
BENJAMIN LORING, Chairman
NELLIE L. SPARRELL, Sec.
JOHN M. LIND
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